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TV studio gets
massive face lift

ion

Sat. 31/54

Still independent

SGA Student
Court opens

T R B C not in SBC
within any fellowship."
Thomas Road's limited involvement with the
Editor in Chief
new group will not impact Liberty, Falwell said in
Despite local and national media reports to the an interview late last week. "The church's donation
contrary, Thomas Road Baptist Church has not to the group has no relation to Liberty University,"
joined the Southern Baptist Convention. However, he said.
TRBC Pastor Jerry Falwell has lodged his support
Falwell told his congregation last week that
of thefledglingSouthern Baptist Conservatives of the church is supporting the new conservative
Virginia.
group because he is pleased with the stand that
Early in October, Thomas Road Baptist Church it had taken. "When inerrantists in Virginia
contributed $1,000 to this conservative group, formed the SBCV recently, TRBC was quick to
which was founded in September as an alternative show its approval and to offer encouragement
to the Baptist General Association of Virginia. Both by beginning modest monthly financial supgroups are state organizations representing the port," the LU chancellor said in a statement on
Southern Baptist Convention. The SBCV was Oct. 24.
formed by "Bible-believing conservatives who
The Southern Baptist Conservatives of
have rescued the Southern Baptist Convention Virginia contribute 50 percent of donations it
from theological liberalism," Falwell said.
receives to the national Southern Baptist
By contributing to the organization, the church Convention. Representing more than 12 million
gained certain privileges, privileges which Falwell Baptists, the SBC is the United States' largest
Protestant organization.
said Thomas Road has no interest in utilizing.
The church's decision to support the SBCV does
"While the SBC ... does not have official 'memnot
limit the church's involvement with other misbership' available to any church, contributing
sionaries
and mission boards, Falwell said. TRBC
churches may send and seat delegates to national
is
maintaining
its independence and autonomy and
conventions ... and run for SBC elected office,"
will
support
the
evangelistic work of various orgasaid an Oct. 31 Thomas Road pressrelease."Dr.
nizations.
"If
contributing to Bible-believing
Falwell and TRBC plan to continue their 40-year
churches
and
their
Great Commission initiatives
policy of... seeking no power or political influence

Jesus is Awesome
rally draws more
than 1,600 P g . O
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By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

According to article VI, section
1 of the SGA Constitution, the purpose of the Student Court is "to
Student Government Assoc- decide whether or not a student has
iation's Student Court held its first violated university policy."
session of the year in DeMoss Hall
However, Student Court Chief
on Monday, Oct. 28. The court, Justice Andy Kobe said the
dealing with moving traffic viola- Student Court does more than just
tions, gave students the opportuni- decide whether or not a student has
ty to present a defense to tickets violated university policy. The
received from Liberty Emergency court works to "get students inServices.
volved in the judicial function of
Similar to a municipal court, SGA and ... give them a way to
defendants are allowed to bring appeal traffic violations."
Me phota/LiMurrY CHAMPION
witnesses, experts and any eviThere are seven justices on the
STANDING ALONE— TRBC is still inde- dence that may help determine the Student Court, each serving a term
validity of their ticket.
pendent, contrary to various reports.
of one year. Returning justices are
Last Monday, the court was automatically renominated for
means TRBC is in voluntary cooperation with ...
the SBC ... then we proudly accept that status," scheduled to hear 12 cases, but their position.
only six defendants were present.
Falwell said.
These justices are chosen
However, the pastor does not accept the Students who may not feel they according to the SGA Constitution.
Southern Baptist label. 'TRBC will continue to be have a good enough case to over- Three are appointed by SGA
turn the ticket should still appear.
independent and autonomous.
President Craig Long, three by
Of the six cases heard on Mon-day, Vice President Ted Elkins and one
"I'm a Baptist in the South," Falwell told the
Lynchburg News <& Advance. "That is the whole two fines were completely overturned, by Student Court Chief Justice
two were reduced and two were upheld. Andy Kobe.
story, the full story and that's all there is."
By MATT SWINEHART
News Editor

Debaters
dominate
tourneys
By JON SWENSON
Champion Reporter

During the past three weeks,
Liberty made it to elimination
rounds at three tournaments, dominating at the University of
Richmond and finishing strong at
James Madison University. Also,
top varsity debaters Bill Lawrence and R.J. Snell finished as
one of the top 10 teams at the
University of Kentucky.
At Kentucky, Lawrence and
Snell beat Emory University and
the Universities of Georgia, Texas
and Big 10 foe Michigan State in
preliminary debates, before losing
to Louisville in a closed debate
during the elimination round.
Of the more than 1,000 teams
competing on the collegiate
debate circuit, Lawrence and
Snell are currently ranked as one
of the top 10 individual teams in
FRIGHT NIGHT — (Above) More than 30 students showed up
the nation. Also, both are ranked
for Alpha Lambda Delta's costume party last Friday night.
individually in the top 15 speakParty -goers enjoyed a video scavenger hunt which spanned
ers nationwide.
various Lynchburg locations, including Percival's Isle and WalAt Richmond, Liberty won the
Mart. Awards were presented at the end of the night for the best
tournament overall by having the
most teams reach the elimination
video and best costume. Beforehand, Alpha Lambda Delta
rounds. LU defeated Cornell
members went to the children's ward at Virginia Baptist
University and rival Boston
Hospital and presented bags of candy to the young patients.
College.
In the varsity division,
HALLOWEEN ALTERNATIVE — (Left) Liberty students
Liberty's team of David Chapa
dressed up for an alternative Halloween party at the Lynchburg
and Steve Tynes reached the
Church of the Nazarene. From left to right: Sunday Beckman
semi-finals, losing to Mary
(Simon), Tonesa Neighbors (Alvin) and Joy Ruffner (TheoWashington College.
Mary Washington College ran
dore). The party featured two musical acts, Bootsy and Latisha
a case concerning chemicals
Acey, both from LU. Bootsy is one of the performers who will
called "endocrine mimickers."
be featured on an upcoming LU compilation CD. Read more
Mary Washington's position was
about Bootsy and Latisha Acey in the Life section.
that the U.S. Government should
Ted Woulford/LiBiitn' CHAMPION
ban 48 chemicals known as
endocrine mimickers.
Endocrine mimickers are chemicals found mainly in pesticides like
of the U.S. Military," said Military Emphasis Day
DDT. MWC claimed that the entire
Director Will Honeycutt.
human race will eventually become
There will also be a panel discussion and quessterile, and Uien extinct, if the
tion/answer period featuring high ranking military
endocrine mimickers ;ue not banned.
officials. Approximately 20 military leaders will
LU's team of Chapa and Tynes
be in DeMoss Hall 161 at 3:15 Wednesday to
were unable to prove to the
address students' questions about the military.
judge's satisfaction that the
According to Honeycutt, the patriotic event is
endocrine mimickers do not cause
designed to encourage students to learn more
sterility.
about military service.
Chapa, who lias been researchFollowing the panel discussion, Col. Ward
ing the case, said "the entire case
Nickisch, the adjutant general in charge of U.S.
is not true. It's based on one enviPrisoner of War and Missing in Action search and
ronmental extremist book with
recovery efforts, will present a slide show and
umaBmuumm^ the preface written by Al Gore.
answer and questions about military efforts' TRAINED WELL — Military officers, some students, display It's all tree hugger talk We
involving POW-MIAs.
colors during the Military Emphasis Day convocation last year. now have the evidence against the
In addition to these special events, there will be
case ... and we'll beat it next
two demonstrations by the United States Air Force
Schilling Multi Purpose Center.
lime."
Attack Dog Team. The first demonstration will be in die
Students in the reserves are encouraged to wear their full
afternoon from 1:15 to 2:10; the second demonstration will dress uniform throughout Military Emphasis Day. There will
See Debate, Page A4
be from 4:15 to 5:15. Both demonstrations will be in the be special seating in convocation for those in uniform.

ilitary to invade LU
By CRICK; RAIKES
Champion k e p o i k i

A pauiotic convocation, a helicopter landing and an attack
dog show are among the special events planned for Military
Emphasis Day this Wednesday, Nov. 6. For the first time, all
branches of the military will be participating in the special
day.
Wednesday's patriotic convocation will feature special
speaker Bobby Welch, a Vietnam veteran and pastor of First
Baptist Church in Dayiona Beach, Fla. Welch, a captain in
the Army's Special Forces, served as a parauooper, ranger,
jungle expert and green beret. Welch has received a Bronze
Star with the "V" device for bravery, a Purple Heart, an Air
Medal and other decorations. During Welch's time as arecon
platoon leader in Vietnam, he was shot and given up for
dead, resulting in his call to the ministry.
One event new to this year's MFD will be a U.S. Coast
Guard helicopter landing on the intramural field at 11:15
a.m. Students arc encouraged to observe and ask questions.
"We added the Coast Guard to give a more complete picture
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Students attend NRBC
there

After breakfast, the participants attended
classes on such topics as marketing, sales,
success in the industry and using the
Internet. Each of the sessions was taught by
a high-ranking officials in the communications field, such as presidents, station managers at Christian stations, best-selling
authors and chief executive officers.
The speakers included June Hunt, Nathan
LaMare, Alex Leonovich, Joe Battaglia and
several members of the Rutherford Institute.
"The people who spoke are the leaders and
gate keepers of the communications industry," Pollak said. "I made a lot of incredible
contacts."
Pollak and senior Laura Sipple had the
opportunity to sit in with June Hunt as she
did a live remote from her room. Hunt is the

By DAN TEETS
Champion Reporter

Women's Aerobics: David's WorkStudy Program. For more
Place is the site for Women's information contact Fee Andes in
Aerobics. The aerobics classes are the Financial Aid Office at ext.
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Monday 2707.
through Friday. Cost is SI per
lady per class. Show up ready to Career Day: Career day will be
held in the DeMoss Atrium on
work out aud get fit.
Nov. 7 from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Graduate Fellowship: Hie Pew
Younger Scholars Program is On Campus: College for a
offering S39.000 in graduate fel- Weekend will take place Nov. 7 to
lowships to students or alumni of Nov. 10.
eligible Christian liberal arts institutions and seminaries who intend Concert: Michael O'Brien and
to pursue a Ph.D. degree in Fuesdav's Child in concert in the
humanities, social sciences Vines Center on Fri. Nov. 8 at
and theological disciplines. Medical 7:30 p.m. This concert will be free
and professional degrees are not cli- to all students.
gible. See your department chair or
All-USA Academic Team: USA
secretary for an application.
Today, in cooperation with four
Off-campus drama: "Because higher education associations, is
their Hearts were Pure" is an old- beginning its annual search for the
fashioned melodrama put on by the nation's best college students.
Little Town Players at the Elks Professors may nominate outstandNational Home on Nov. 8 and 9 at ing students. For information on
8 p.m. and on Nov. 10 at 2 p.m. For nomination forms and official
more information contact the box requirements, call Carol Skalski at
office at 586-5881.
(703) 276-5890. Nominations must
be received by Nov. 30.
Career Workshops: On Tuesday,
Nov. 5, "Presenting yourself well in Civil War Seminar: A one-credan interview" will be offered in DH it-hour seminar will be offered
117 from 3:30 to 4:30 pm, On next semester as HIFJS 495.
Monday, Nov. 11, "Understanding Students seeking credit will regisyour talents in making career deci- ter for HIFJS 495 through the norsions" will be offered in DH 117 mal process. A major paper will
from 3:30 to 4:30 pjn.
be required. Those not seeking
credit may attend die seminar for
Job Opportunities: The office a $25 registration fee.
of Student Financial Aid is
pleased to announce the opening Convocation:
of off-campus jobs for qualified Wed., Nov. 6: Military Emphasis
students. Students must be eligi- Fri., Nov. 8: Dr.Falwell
ble to work under the Federal Mon., Nov. 11: Dr. Guillermin
Send postings a minimum of two weeks prior to event to Matt Swinefaart c/o
Liberty Champion.

Six Liberty students attended the Eastern
chapter of the National Religious
Broadcasters Convention recently. The convention was held at Sandy Cove Resort in
Maryland.
"We had a chance to talk to a lot of the
people in the industry," WWMC disc jockey
senior Doug Mendenhall said. "It was very
informative."
The days began with an early breakfast
which allowed the students time to network.
"Meal times were the best because I was able
to speak with all of the bigwigs of the industry," junior Sarah Pollak said. "I learned a lot
about the future of communications."

host of the international shows "Hope in the
Night" and "Hope for the Heart" as well as a
best-selling author.
Pollak, who had attended a nationwide
National Religious Broadcaster's Convention
earlier, said the main difference between the
two seminars was size. Hundreds attend the
national convention, while the Sandy Cove
convention was smaller.
"It is important to make contacts. This
convention was a great opportunity," said
Sipple In the radio industry networking is
important.
Scholarships were provided in order for
the students to attend. "I am very grateful
for being able to attend," Pollak said. "It
was because of the scholarships that we
could go."

Pop can recycling starts at LU
Liberty University is doing its part in making the environment a safer, healthier place to
live. An aluminum can recycling campaign
was activated at the beginning of the fall
semester and is currently operating on a trial
basis.
The duration of the campaign rests on the
cooperation of the students. There is potential
for growth as long as students don't use the
recycling bins as trash cans, says graduate student David Bennett, head of the recycling
campaign.
"The next step is to start recycling glass and
paper," said Bennett.
The pop can recycling campaign is approved
by Liberty University's Building Services and
is the only one of its kind on campus.
According to Bennett, the Student
Government Association has been trying to
start a recycling campaign for a couple of
years but could not find a way to provide funds
for the program.
Bennett was able to get a company from North
Carolina to donate containers for the program.
This made it possible for Bennett to start his own
recycling program, not affiliated with the SGA.
Bennett, the only person involved with the
campaign, picks up, sorts and delivers the cans
to be recycled. Bennet said that he is seeking
support from both Liberty students and SGA.

Money made from the recycling of the cans
goes directly back into the program to offset
the costs of containers, delivery and liners.
Once some overhead is made, Bennett hopes to
start recycling glass and paper.
"(I'm) working with the Environmental
Protection Agency to see if there are any
grants available to a non-profit organization
like Liberty," he said.
Junior Julie Herd likes the idea of recycling
on campus. "The whole country is in a state of
recycling," she said. "It is cost effective and
there are no detrimental side effects to it."
According
to the United
States
Environmental Protection Agency, there are
15.3 million tons of pop cans discarded yearly
in the U.S., with each pop can taking 350 years
to decompose.
Bennet encourages students to use the containers to discard their pop cans for recycling.
If everyone works together, the campaign will
T t d Woolford/LmBKTY CHAMTON
be a success.
DROP
IT
OFF—
An
LU
student drops a
"We don't own the Earth. We are just being
allowed to use it for a period of time," said pop can into a recycling bin in DeMoss.
Bennett.
Bennett says the campaign has a lot of
potential for growth.
—from staff reports
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Dr. Bert Peterson, Optometrist
239-6000

In the Graves Mill Shopping Center

with: Irving Edelsberg, O.D.
and Optical World Optometrists

UNLIMITED
/
BUFFET /

(Next to J.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall)

$89 for most clear, soft or disposable '

•

Contact Lenses and Exam

Psychology and Counseling Graduate
Degrees From A Christian Perspective

Lunch 11:30 - 2:30 • Dinner at 4:30
Open Sunday ALL DAY
Sunday Buffet $9.95
Daily Specials • Nightly Specials $7.95
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993-2475
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RT 460 • 4 miles east of Lynchburg
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Daily Lunch Buffet 11:30am - 2:OOpm
Dinner Buffet 5pm - 9:30pm (Thurs., Fri., Sat.)
Monday-Saturday Lunch $4.95
Sunday Lunch $5.95
Dinner Buffet (Thurs., Fri., & Sat.) $7.95

Regent University's fully accredited graduate degree programs combine
the latest counseling techniques with a solid biblical foundation.

M.A. in Counseling
Our master's program offers three
tracks, with emphases in:
• Community Counseling
• School Counseling
• Ministry and Human
Services

Our Psy.D. program offers:
• A Christian worldview
in a program of doctoral
study and research. One of
the few Christ-centered Psy.D.
programs in the country.

(UNTIL 10PM) •

385-9663

Present this coupon at exam

Doctor of Psychology

FREE
A
DELIVERY /

RESTAURAN
Dinner by the Lake

CHUNG KING RESTAURANT
For Delivery, call 239 - 3444

For detailed information, call:

1-757-579-4123
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Computer
Service and
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014 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg 24501
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Need cash for
Christmas? Clean
out those closets,
sell your used
stuff. Then you'll
be alll set for that
shopping spree.

• repairs to IBM a n d MAC computers
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classifieds!
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College Republicans raise
1,600+ show for rally
support for Grand Old Party
By MATT SWINEHART
News Editor

By BRYAN SHRIVER AND
MATT SWINEHART

hollered curse words, and a few
made obscene gestures at the sign
wave participants.
Mullins commented on drivers
responses: "When you (the drivers)
see for yourself that other people
stand where you do, it solidifies
your beliefs."
The people that were involved
in the sign waves enjoyed them.
Julie Faught, a freshman who
participated on Halloween, said
that she thought it, "went pretty
well." While this was her first
time, she said that she would like
to attend another sign wave if she
gets the chance.

The literature drops were also
very effective. "During the last three
or four weeks we've reached the
majority of Lynchburg," said CR
Press Secretary Jason Mashburn.
Overall, the College Republicans
feel very good about their efforts for
the election.
"We've reached out to each and
every citizen in Lynchburg,"
Mashburn said. "We've taken our
case to the voters; now they can
make an informed decision." Since
the citizens of Lynchburg are now
informed of the GOP's stand, he
feels "... they'll choose Dole and
Landrith."

In an effort to muster up more
support for Republican Party candidates, the College Republicans
held several events throughout the
week. These events included a
mock election held on Monday,
sign waves on Oct. 28-31 and literature drops on Saturday.
The overwhelming majority of
votes in the mock election — held
in DeMoss Hall — were for
Republican presidential candidate
Bob Dole and fifth district congressional candidate George
Landrith. Dole beat Clinton by
receiving 93 percent of the vote
while Landrith, with 91 percent of
the vote, ousted Goode who earned
just less than 9 percent.
The sign waves took place at
major intersections around Lynchburg. Several students were
assigned to each intersection and
carried signs to promote awareness for the Republican candidates.
The sign waves were designed
to get more people to recognize
the level of support there is for the
GOP in hopes that more will vote
Republican. "College students see
the way that the country is heading and don't like it," said Liberty
Ttli Woolford/LlBHRTV CHAMPION
CR Chairman Aaron Mull ins.
"These sign waves are to help HELLO THERE — "Bill Clinton," a sign-wave participant,
affirm their beliefs."
lets drivers know how he's voting in the upcoming election.
The majority of the passers-by
showed support by honking, shouting positive remarks or giving a
thumbs-up. However, there were
those who didn't like what they
saw. Some disgruntled drivers

f

More than 1,600 students packed the Schilling
Multi Purpose Center as Dr. Johnny Hunt, pastor of
First Baptist Church in Woodstock, Ga., preached during this semester's first Jesus Is Awesome rally last
Wednesday evening.
Several students were impressed by the large
turnout at the rally. "It was encouraging to me to see
so many people come to a rally that is not mandatory,"
said sophomore Billy Andrews. "It was a blessing to
see so many people come to hear God just because
they want to," said senior Jackson Fong, an SLD in
dorm 12. "(Hunt's message) was a reminder that no
matter how long you've attended church or been
saved, you can't hear God speak unless you're broken
and humble."
Hunt's message exhorted Christians to purify
themselves so that Jesus can be more alive within

their lives. "If Jesus is alive and real on the inside,
everything on the outside will take care of itself,"
said Austin Rammell, coordinator of the Jesus Is
Awesome rally.
The rally was meant to serve as a spiritual boost for
everyone who attended. "Jesus is not awesome in the
lives of some of the people on this campus," Rammell
said. "The Jesus Is Awesome rally presents those students with a chance to allow Jesus to become awesome in their lives."
Dr. Danny Lovett said that the rally is designed to
revive the students. The rally asks students to press on
in their studies because, according to Lovett, "The joy
comes at the end (of the semester)."
"(The rally) really encouraged me," said sophomore
Bonnie Pond. "It helped me to get focused and persevere for the rest of the semester."
More than 150 students responded to the invitation
at the end of the message. The next Jesus is Awesome
rally will be held next semester.

^INDBOGGLE
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PLAY any game
of your choice
FREE
with this coupon.
Mindboggle
Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall

Watt & Maggies
,»jHaunted Bookshop
it /M3407 Memorial Ave.
845-1336

50 value, with coupon limit one per person per day)
Exp: 11-30-96 Sun. - Thurs. only

• Wedding Gowns
• Bridesmaids
« Mother of the Bride
Formal/ Pageant
• Flower Girls
• Invitations
• Shoes
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i
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528-0543

10%
off

645 Oakley Ave. (off Memorial, near Food Lion)
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Weddings- Engagemen ts
-Senior

Venezia
Italian
Restaurant

Portraits

Hev LU students!

Most any other occasion
540-586-0648

9010 Timberlake Road

237-9432

$5,000 first

frLzel

Develop an innovative web application that will help
companies in Virginia exploit the benefits of the new Internet
Economy. Win cash prizes from $1,000 to $5,000.
For details, including contest rules and entry forms, see our
web site at http:www.cit.org/and
click on the WWW B u s i n e s s
Innovations Contesticon.

Come on over to 0T, get
yourself a windshell, and
well give you 10% off.
Bring your ID.
Offer good for Liberty University only,

INTEGRITY.

Serving the Lynchburg area since 1981

RIVER
RIDGE
AUTO
Free Towing for L. U. Faculty & Students
* BODY WORK
Painting
Touch Ups
Air Brushing
Pin Striping

* DETAILING
Washing
Waxing
Buffing
Interiors BM<u$^
Motors

" TRUST is important to you when choosing a shop to
repair or service your car. When you place your trust in
us, our INTEGRITY is on the line! Keeping our word is
important to us. That's why QUALITY and SERVICE are
centerpiece to our commitment to you.

237-3111
Beside LIBERTY'S Railroad Entrance

If Work Is Done In Our Shop
* MECHANICAL
Engine Repair
Tune Ups
Oil & Lube
Alignment
* EMISSION
Emission Control
Exhaust
Muffler
I

Ml
Vito & Beverly DeMonte

T

/
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OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT & CLOTHIER
Village Courts Shopping Center
4119 Boonsboro Rd
Lynchburg, Va 24503
(804) 386-4302
Two miles north of R-MWC.
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Debaters
defeat
top foes
continued from page 1
In the JV division, Liberty
finished in the top five, despite
the absence of its top debate
team. Victories included wins
against the Naval Academy,
West Point, Cornell and Wake
Forest. LU debater Jon Swenson
was ranked eighth speaker in
the division.
The novice division was won
by LU as Jessica Dacharux and
Hannah Vick beat Boston College, the Naval Academy and
Wake Forest.
Dacharux was the top speaker
at the tournament. Liberty
University debaters Je'Mara
Atwood and Rochelle Ringsmuth were able to advance to
the quarter-finals, and Mike Tilley and Tim Gleason advanced
into the octofinals.
At the JMU Tournament,
Liberty had another strong performance as Chapa placed
fourth and Amy Palermo 10th in
the varsity division.
Two teams from the JV squad
advanced into the semi-finals of
the elimination rounds. The
teams were Jerit Sciorra and
Lacey Siegalkoff and Mark
Crawford and Jon Swenson.
In addition to advancing to
the semi-finals, LU had three
speakers ranked in the top 10 of
the JV division. Swenson
placed first, while Sciorra and
Siegalkoff placed fifth and seventh, respectively.
In the novice division, Mike
Tilley and Tim Gleason
advanced to the final round,
before loosing to George Mason
University. Tilley was the first
place speaker in the novice division and Dacharux was fourth,
Hannah Vick was seventh, and
Atwood was eighth.
I

:

Copy Manager

Even though Noise didn't come
back with a trophy, the group at
least returned from the Gospel
Music Awards with a better understanding of the Christian music
industry.
Alternative Christian band Noise
performed at the annual Gospel
Music Awards, Oct. 12, in
Washington, D.C., an experience
which didn't meet the group's
expectations. The band did not
place in the top three.
The event featured about 15 performances by various soloists and
groups, mostly acoustic performers
and those who sang with tracks.
The Noise was the only band in
the contest, and it was the second-

to-last act of the evening.
The group performed a song
called "Row," ending with a rap by
guest Rico. Noise is led by vocalist
Micah Gaudio with Todd Paynor on
drums, Philip Vaught on lead guitar,
Jason Christian on rhythm guitar
and Bubba Ayers on bass. Ayers did
not perform with the group at GMA.
Liberty student Joe Buonadonna
attended the contest. Overall, he
said, the concert was a let-down.
"I thought it was too much of the
same Christian music," he said. "It's
the same kind of music that has been
around for years."
"The audience was mosdy older
adults that were into sit-down
music," he added, whereas Noise's
alternative style is geared toward a
younger age group.
Buonadonna was impressed with

the winners of the contest, saying
they gave good performances, but
he felt that the judges had made
their decision before The Noise
performed.
The day before the awards contest, Gaudio attended several seminars put on by GMA. Among them
were classes on how to break into
the Christian music industry, promotion and public relations.
Gaudio, along with LU grad
Mark Randlett, is presently working on a compilation CD to be
released in November that will feature Liberty talent.
The Noise has cut one CD that is
doing well and some of their work
has been aired on regional radio
stations.
The group's second CD will be
released in February.

Low voter turnout expected
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ROCK 'N ROLL, DUDE — Lead singer Micah Gaudio (right)
and lead guitarist Philip Vaught (left) jam at a Noise concert.

Selah signs
'97 contract

TV lab gets
high-tech
equipment
By DAN TEETS

By SHAUN CHELGREEN

Champion Reporter

Champion Reporter

Liberty's television lab has
received a massive upgrade,
undergoing six months of revision and improvement.
The new television lab now has
a new spacing setup, more floor
space and a host of technological
improvements, including stateof-the-art three-quarter inch and
HVHS video equipment and two
non-linear editing systems.
"There are television stations
that don't have a non-linear editing system," lab supervisor Dr.
Steve Troxel said. "They are the
future of the industry."
The project, which began in
April, required an undisclosed
amount of money to finish.
The remodeling project was necessary because, according to Troxel,
"everything was falling apart."
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GMA helps Noise
By JULIE COZBY
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After a slow start, yearbook sales
have picked up, resulting in the signing of a contract with Walsworth
Publishing on Monday, Oct 28, to
print the 1997 yearbook.
"This year we have nearly two
Michael Spelghts'LtBHRTY CHAMPION
dozen people working on the book,"
HIGH TECH — The TV studio received a major facelift. Shown
said Selah Adviser Deborah Huff. "I
above: Matt Teboe and Matt Uncapher use the new editing board.
think that will help us create a yearThe chief of engineering for for LU's External Degree book covering things that are
the Whitlock Corporation has Program. EDP taping is now done important to the students." "Sales
went slowly last month, but we
installed equipment for several in the lab.
had a turn around, and sales are
other colleges as well as LU. He
Who benefits from the renovagoing well now," she added.
said that Liberty's facility is one tions? The changes are the best
This is thefirsttime students have
of the finest facilities he has thing that could have happened
had to pay directly for their yearseen, when compared to those of for the students, Troxel said.
books. Up until now, the cost of the
other schools.
"I have walked into the editing
yearbook was included in the generlab
and
seen
students
just
standBefore the renovation, all that
al fee. "Now that people have
ing
there
in
awe,"
said
Troxel.
the television lab consisted of was
adjusted to buying their yearbooks,
"The
students
are
excited
...
and
two small rooms, in addition to
sales are improving," Huff said.
better
prepared."
the area where taping was done

"This year we targeted parents,
and it has helped to increase our
sales," said Selah Editor Laura
Sipple.
The yearbook will be 208 pages
bound in a hard cover. Thirty-two of
those pages will be printed in color.
Portrait sittings for the yearbook
will be held Nov. 11 to 13 and 18
to 20 in Marriott. "Every student
has an opportunity to get their picture taken," said Sipple. Without
the purchase of a yearbook, there
will be a $6 sitting fee. Otherwise
the cost is included in the yearbook price. The current cost of a
year book is $24.97. However,
that cost will increase to $34.97
after February.
Also, a new section will be added
to the yearbook. Students can send
candid pictures of dorm room life,
shots of friends and other campus
fun to the yearbook office .

WASHINGTON — Ninety million Americans who lack of civil values, among many other things —
are eligible to vote in Tuesday's elections may stay there is precious little of that hope around today."
home from the polls, a new survey says, echoing
The survey also found an overall decline in interother signs around the country which point to a luke- est and intent to vote on Tuesday, a one-third
warm voter turnout.
decrease in the number of people who watched teleThanks to the so-called "Motor Voter" law, which vised presidential and vice presidential debates, and
allowed voters to register when they renewed their a 40 percent drop in the amount of nightly news time
drivers' license or performed other chores, the actual devoted to politics, which the survey said was a compercentage of registered voters has risen three per- mercial decision based on lack of viewer interest.
centage points to 67.7 percent since 1992, putting 5
The United States has one of the lowest voter
million more people on the voter rolls.
turnout rates among industrialized nations, according
But just because more voters register does not to the League of Women Voters, which found that
mean they will cast ballots, said Curtis Gans, direc- only 53 percent of U.S. registered voters went to the
tor of the Committee for the Study of the American polls on average in the 1980s, compared with 94 perElectorate, which conducted the survey of voter cent in top-ranked Belgium.
turnout.
In years like this one, DeLuca said in a statement,
"The most likely scenario is that despite the Motor far higher percentages of well-educated, wellVoter law . . . increases in registration, voter turnout employed, economically comfortable people will
will drop sharply this year . . . from the 55.2 percent vote, compared with the poorly educated, indigent
who voted in 1992," Gans said. However, it will like- and under-employed.
ly be greater than the recent low turnout of 1988,
"Voting turnout is so depressed in the United
when only 50.1 percent voted.
States and the class voting gap so wide, because of
Except for 1992, when concern over a weak econ- biases built into the heart of our political system,"
omy spurred voters to the polls, this year's expected DeLuca said. "Nothing short of serious structural
decline is part of a 35-year trend toward ever-lower reform can remedy these defects."
voter turnout, according to the survey.
A University of Iowa study seconded Gans' predic"Recessions and anger can cause one-election tions of low voter turnout and said that would beneincreases in turnout," Gans said. "Sustained partici- fit Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole and
pation depends on the opposite — hope."
Republican candidates for the House. A higher
"Because of a variety of things — the way we con- turnout would hurt Dole and help Reform Party canduct our campaigns, the alignment of our political didate Ross Perot but would not help President
parties, the cynicism of the press and public and the Clinton very much, the study found.

Fighting Irish win in Dublin
DUBLIN — The home of Gaelic
Football was taken over by
American football Saturday as
cheerleaders, brass bands and
thousands of U.S. fans invaded
Dublin for a match between Notre
Dame and the U.S. Naval
Academy.
In front of 40,000 spectators,
Notre Dame — based in South
Bend, Ind., and nicknamed the
"Fighting Irish" because of their
Irish-American heritage — beat
Navy, 54-27, in Dublin's Croke
Park, Ireland's national Gaelic

Games stadium. Navy is based in
Annapolis, Md.
More than 15,000 fans traveled
from the United States for the fixture, filling Dublin's hotels — and
pubs — to capacity.
It was the the biggest American
football match to be played outside the United States this year,
and the first time ever that a nonGaelic match was allowed in
Croke Park.
For the first time in history,
the stadium's hallowed turf
played host to cheerleaders,

Swiss reject truth probe
Switzerland on Friday rejected
calls by U.S. Sen. Alfonse D' Amato
and the Los Angeles-based Simon
Wiesenthal Center for an independent "truth commission" to probe
Switzerland's wartime role as a
financial center.
D'Amato, the New York Republican who heads the Senate Banking
Committee, and the Jewish documentation center in California are both
investigating Switzerland's wartime
commercial links with the Nazis and
the fate of dormant assets put in
Switzerland by Holocaust victims.
"It is known that Switzerland will
use an independent investigative
commission to clear up unresolved
questions about assets placed in
Switzerland as a result of Nazi tyran-

ny," said Thomas Borer, head of an
official Swiss task force on the issue.
He brushed off the Wiesenthal
Center's call for creating an independent panel to probe Switzerland's past along the lines of the
"truth commission" in South Africa
investigating injustices committed
during that country's apartheid era.
Banking ombudsman Hanspeter
Haeni meanwhile called a news conference for Nov. 12 to discuss the status of the search he is coordinating on
behalf of some 1,000 claimants seeking assets their relatives may have put
in secretive Swiss banks.
"After 2,000 inquiries and 1,000
formal claims, the Swiss ombudsman has returned not a cent. He has
rejected every claimant for a year.

This is a cruel farce perpetuated on
Holocaust survivors by the Swiss
banking industry," WJC Vice
President Kalman Sultanik said in
New York.
Haeni said he had circulated
three lists to banks in May, July
and Sept-ember that contained the
names of potential account holders. Banks then had two months to
search their records, not just by the
customer's name, but also by the
names of their relatives.
If they found a match, they could
turn to Haeni's office to get forms
filled out by applicants. It was then
up to banks to get in touch with
claimants. If he did not hear back
from banks, he informed claimants
of this "negative information."

English c a s e sets record
LONDON — Fast food giant 1874 after 291 days — with the jury
McDonald's Corp.'s libel case taking just 30 minutes tofindArthur
against two environmental activists Orton guilty of perjury by pretending
became the longest trial in English to be the elder brother of a British
legal history on Friday, its 292nd day. baronet.
The "David and Goliath" case pit"Today our case has become the
ting the international hamburger king longest trial of any kind in British hisagainst a part-time barmaid and tory," Morris told reporters. "It's a
unemployed single father is already milestone for us and for critics of the
in the Guinness Book of Records asfood industry."
the longest English civil action.
A dozen protesters, some carrying
When defendants Helen Steel, 31, banners criticizing McDonald's and
and Dave Morris, 42, began their others wearing sweatshirts with the
10th day of summing up testimony McSpotlight support group's Interfrom 180 witnesses on Friday, the net address blazoned across their
trial surpassed the previous record.
chests, demonstrated outside LonThis was held by the Tichborne don's High Court.
impersonation case, which ended in
"We are obviously completely

dancing mascots and marching
bands — as well as 20,000 hot
dogs.
During the match, Notre Dame TAMPA, Fla. — A jury in Tampa
fans were rallied by the team's found a couple guilty Saturday of
mascot, a man dressed as an Irish trying to sell their newborn twin
leprechaun.
boys to undercover officers.
"Children have rights too. And
Meanwhile, the Navy paraded a
goat up and down the sidelines to one of those is not to be sold in a
shopping mall parking lot," proseinspire their supporters.
The Navy's original goat was cutor Kin Seace said in her trial
banned from Ireland due to certain summary.
Christine Love, 25, and Jeffrey
quarantine regulations, but a subMay,
31, of Hudson, Fla., met two
stitute Irish goat was found to act
undercover
officers in May and
as the team's mascot.

exhausted. I don't think anyone ever
had to climb such a legal mountain
before without any legal aid and up
against a $30 billion-a-year corporation," Morris said.
The case, dubbed McLibel and
estimated to have already cost 10 million pounds ($16 million), began in
1990. It centers around the company's claims that a 1984 pamphlet
Steel and Morris helped to produce
damaged the company's reputation.
McDonald's says the contents of
the pamphlet, which alleges it promotes an unhealthy diet, ruins the
environment, is hostile to trade
unions and exploits children and
workers, are untrue.

Parents try to sell children
offered to sell Jacob and Joseph
Love, born just two weeks earlier,
for $25,000.
Sentencing is set for Dec. 5;
May and Love could each receive a
maximum of 364 days in jail.
Their four children have been
taken into state custody and the
twins have already been adopted
by another family.
The two deputies, posing as a
man and wife unable to have chil-

dren of their own, paid May $2,000
as a down payment then arrested
the couple.
Love and May had even brought
two older children along so that the
buyers could have some idea of
what the twins might look like
when they got older, witnesses testified.
One witness also said Love and
May had tried to sell one of the
older children a few years ago.
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the media
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"... Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" 2 Corinthians 3:17.

Complaints office means
the ball is in our court
One tiling the Student Government Association has caught flak for is not affiliating
closely with its constituents. It seems that most of the time, students are barely even
aware of the existence of the organization, save for a few blurred memories of some
colorful SGA Chapels and a door marked "SGA" that ping-pong players use as a
backboard in David's Place.
This year's SGA has taken a significant step to overcoming this with the high-profile, student-officer-staffed satellite office in the DeMoss atrium. Using this office,
students can not only get a look at the officers and SGA they've heard so many rumors
about; they can also gain some credibility and voice through their comments to the
administration.
The SGA has faced two problems in the past when it came to overcoming the gulf
between students and student government one, the occasional lack of mutual activity; and two, the physical distance of the main SGA offices from the main life of the
campus.
This new satellite office in DeMoss overcomes both problems. First, the SGA openly and visibly works with students to approach the administration with concerns.
Second, the students can now get in touch with an SGA officer almost at will, just by
going into DeMoss.
The ball is now in the students' court. The SGA has done its part in this matter; now
it is up to the students to prove they deserve it
The student body should take care to respect the purpose of the new office, taking
advantage of what it offers and the sacrifices of time and effort student officers are
making to bring it there. These are opportunities that students have never had before,
and the student body can lose a lot of credibility in the eyes of the administration if
the new privileges are abused or ignored.
Take some time and go fill out a comment form at the DeMoss office. Let the
administration know that student body is eager to improve Liberty and respects the
efforts being made to reach it.

Senior privileges should
extend to other dorms
There are six senior dorms on the Circle, housing about 600 people. However, not
all of these students are seniors, just as not all of the students on the Circle are underclassmen. In fact, every semester a large number of seniors choose (or are chosen) to
remain in the regular dorms.
These dorms benefit from the experience, example and maturity of senior students.
Upperclassmen often become prayer leaders or SLDs, adding the strength of their
spiritual walks to the level of the dorm. There are a lot of good things to be said for
having upperclassmen in the regular dorms.
Unfortunately, it's not always easy to be a senior in regular dorms. Those in the
senior dorms have a wide variety of privileges, including TVs in their rooms, hall
meeting only once a month, greater sign-out freedom, fewer roommates and so on.
But for seniors in the regular dorms, there is little or no distinction made. Until recently, a room composed entirely of seniors could have a TV, but even that privilege was
revoked this semester.
This lack of distinction and respect could be remedied with a few simple rule modifications that grant senior-dorm-like privileges to all rooms occupied by seniors. TVs
should be allowed, hall meeting attendance requirements relaxed and sign-out procedures revised In addition, after more dorms are built on campus and the additional
room becomes available, a policy could be instituted creating two-bed rooms for
seniors.
The benefits would be considerable. Demand for senior dorm rooms would be
reduced significantly, and the number of upperclassmen in the regular dorms would
increase. The entire campus would benefit.
The Champion encourages the SGA and administration to look into the feasibility
of an improved senior privileges system.

Quotes of the week...
"We have not lost faith, but we have transferred it from God to the medical profession."
— George Bernard Shaw
"Do not be wise in your own eyes; Fear the Lord and depart from evil. It will be health
to your flesh and strength to your bones."
— Proverbs 3:7-8
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Does Generation X have
a future in politics?
Well, it's the big day, Nov. 5. Today one in the same way as the others. As any youth
man becomes leader of the most powerful worker knows, we just want to hear the truth,
nation on earth, and another gets to go quiet- the facts and what someone actually believes.
ly home and start on the paper work. Millions Quick, concise honesty. Nothing else.
of people are getting in little booths, pulling
"They are tired of sorting through all the
levers and making checkmarks next to sort- conflicting impulses they get. ... People are
of-familiar-sounding names. Soon a bunch of fed up, and they're tuning out," said James
foreign diplomats and leaders will find out Naughton, a media studies expert.
who their next international playmate is
It also doesn't help that the media and politgoing to be. Today is a big day.
ical leaders can't relate to the new generation.
Who cares?
One media studies center found that 18-to-23I don't mean that as a flippant dismissal of year-olds are mentioned frequently in sports
politics. I mean that as a genuine
and crime stories, but very little
question. Who cares? As far as I can
anywhere else in the news. News
see, not many of my generation
is written for people 10 to 20
really do.
years older than we are.
My generation started voting last
As for politics: there's been so
election, and the effects are becommuch made about the invisible
ing obvious. Generation X isn't
suburban mother who is the supinterested in politics.
posed missing link in the election
According to Tune magazine, net- T n i v .
this year, but how much have we
work news viewership among 18-toheard about the hundreds of thou29-year-olds has dropped from 36 to I N K E L
sands, even millions, of new vot22 percent this year, an election year. • • • • • • • • • • ers who just came of age?
Forty percent of the ones who did keep up on
And would we Xers be interested even if
the news said they got their political input from they were trying to talk to us? Studies show
late-night TV. Only 15 percent of Gen-Xers this generation is smart, involved in the comsaid they were following the presidential cam- munity, self-aware, responsible and indepenpaign closely. And in the last 15 years,-as the dent When we look at things like career
younger generations have gone from diapers to politicians, entrenched political parties, and
suits and ties, the major network news shows men and women torn by scandal and governhave seen an 50 percent plunge in viewers.
mental confusion, what do the big shots think
This isn't because Americans in general we newcomers see? We see a pretty hopeless
aren't interested in politics or presidential situation. We see a bureaucracy created out of
elections; this is because the newest wave of somebody else's mistakes.
voter-age citizens are not particularly interestXers such as LU students, who have addied in the game. The death of politics for tional motivation to be involved will go out
Generation X is mostly the fault of self-cen- and vote, but I predict this particular age
tered and short-sighted political and news group will have one of the worst showings
media leadership.
ever recorded. I warn all of the political and
We have too many politics-prodded people media leaders trying to motivate and direct
on this planet trying to give his or her politi- the next generation of America: this isn't our
cal opinion. Don't any of these politicians, game, and we don't like playing by the rules
commentators and analysts realize this gener- we've found here. Politics isn't intellectual
ation has a different mental make-up than the entertainment for us; politicians are never
last one? We are not driven by tradition or heroes, and presidential debates have the
philosophy or duty. Grand speeches and appeal of old soap opera re-runs.
flashy speakers don't interest this generation
What are they going to do with us?

I'm trying to understand why Americans
hate the media
Now, I don't mean why conservatives get
enjoyment out of pounding "the liberal press."
The debate over media bias can be saved for
another day, another column — although as a
conservative (or, perhaps more accurately, as a
neo-libertarian) who plans on entering the
media, this is an issue that I care about. I want
to know which side I should be on when the
burning and rioting starts: that of the evil
media or that of the fascist conservatives.
Being at a bastion
of
conservatism
such as Liberty has
given me a good
opportunity
to
observe the relationship between traditionalists and the
press. This, after all,
is a school where the TIMOTHY J.
Champion is consid- GIBBONS
ered liberal and ^ ^ • • • • ^ ^ ^ ^ • a
where even bedrock conservative/neo-libertarians such as myself are vilified.
But I gained some real insight into antimedia attitudes in general this past week.
Richard Jewell broke his silence and media
critics everywhere renewed attack on the
press, blaming it for ruining this poor man's
life. What I find interesting is that none of
these critics seem to be particularly down on
the FBI for its actions.
Jewell, you might recall, is the hero-turnedgoat of the Olympic Centennial Park bombing. After the Bureau released his name as a
suspect in the case — and the information was
published by the Atlanta Journal and
Constitution — hordes of media folk and
investigators descended upon the security
guard's apartment.
This treatment of Jewell outraged the pubhe, especially after the powers that be said that
he probably didn't do the bombing after all.
The bulk of the disdain is now being poured
out upon the media — not the FBI, not the
Olympic Committee, not Atlanta
And in this situation is a microcosm of how
America treats the media. The public, ever
clamoring for more details, more information,
more news, is wont to turn like a particularly
rabid dog and attack the institutions which
provide its informational fodder.
So when it comes to picking a scapegoat —
the FBI, which released the information, or the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution, which published it — it is easy to chose the nasty press.
America also foists the role of scapegoat on
the press because of a sense of collective guilt.
I was working at a newspaper in Austin, Texas,
when the Jewell story broke; somewhere close
to a gazillion people called the paper to get
more information, not even able to wait until
the following morning to get a newspaper.
It was that thirst for titillating details about
the man's life that led reporters to camp in his
parking lot. If nobody cared, no reporters
would have been there. Admitting that it's the
readers' fault that reporters were out there isn't
a particularly popular thing to do, however.
The Journal and Constitution got a tip, followed up on it and ran the story. That's what
its was supposed to do. All of a sudden, when
a newspaper does its job, people get upset.
As with most institutions of public life, the
American media has to be reformed. A fruitful
discussion concerning such reform might be
better entered into if the readers — the consumers — accept the role they play in the
media's actions.

Success went over Roget's head;
Joshua knew better what we need
Graduation is drawing nigh for many college has nothing at all to do with money. There are
students, including myself. Fewer than 50 days many things that money can buy but success is
until the arrival of fall graduation and I've got not one of them. Success will follow you for
more questions than I have answers. Where the rest of your life but money will not
will I live? Will I even find a job with a salary
Success has to do with perseverance. I ran
large enough to begin the repayacross a definition of success once
ment of my student loans?
that read "success isn't about freeMany times at night while trying yourself from challenges; it's
ing to fall asleep, I think about my
about learning how to recognize
future plans, goals and aspirations.
and conquer them." Ultimately, it's
Once, after lying there until about
that ability that separates the
3 a.m., I began wondering about
perennial smugglers from those
the true meaning of success. As a
who rise to the top of the success
matter of fact, I got out of the bed
pyramid.
to gel a thesaurus and look up CYNTHIA
How do you react when trials and
some meanings of success. TATUM
tribulations are staring you in the
Roget's Thesaurus read "wealthy, • • • • • • • • • face? How easily do you break
rich, lucky, money-making, popular."
when when it seems as though your life has
Roget's definition greatly bothered me been shattered? If you can stand strong and
because according to nun, 1 am by no means keep the focus and determination to help balsuccessful, and most of you reading this article ;mce the demands of life, then you are on your
way to becoiiung a success.
probably aren't either.
Many believe that if you don't reach your
I have some news for Roget, though: success

goals, you become an automatic failure.
Reach high for your goals; even if you fail to
reach them, you are still successful because
you have put forth enough discipline, hard
work and determination to try to reach them.
Just persevere.
To reach the top of the success pyramid,
you must be in constant contact with a qualified consultant. No, I don't mean financial
advisors or palm readers. I am referring to the
one and only qualified consultant, Jesus
Christ. 'This book of the law shall not depart
out of thy mouth; but thou shall meditate
therein day and night, that thou mayest
observe to do according to all that is written
therein: for then thou shall make thy way
prosperous, and then thou shall have good
success" (Joshua 1:8).
If one of your goals in life is to become a
success, be sure you follow Hie correct definition, not Roget's. As long as you stay in the
will of the Ivord, meditate on His Word and persevere, you will be a one success.
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Youth curfews need rethinking
found they weren't sure how to go about
enforcing
the current law. Should they
Champion Reporter
arrest teens who are with friends or adults,
The subject of teen curfews has been an and how long should they detain them?
issue of hot debate in recent days. Should What penalties would be assigned (if any)
teens be required to be inside at certain to the youth or their parents? Do they realhours? What should the age limit be, and ly have the manpower or the time to collect
should there be any exceptions? How will kids who may be perfectly harmless? These
the laws be enforced? Should it be on a issues have not been resolved yet.
community, state or federal level?
And what about exceptions? Not many
The issue raises a myriad of problems; teens do have night jobs, but there are
because of this, curfews m^—mm—m—m <^*^^^^m^mm
always those who
should not be imple- "The issue raises a myriad need the income.
mented until at least the
They should be
most critical grey areas of problems; because of this, allowed to work just
are addressed.
curfews should not be
like their adult counThe most important implemented until at least
terparts. Then there is
problem with curfews
the issue of emergenis the issue of govern- the most critical grey areas cies. Although it isn't
ment control. The
a common occurare addressed."
government should
• ^ ^ — — — — — rence, there are
not have to tell parents when their children instances where youth are forced to drive
should be indoors; parents should be someone to the hospital or otherwise be out
responsible enough to look after their own at night for unavoidable reasons.
children. An increase in lawlessness should
The next question concerns jurisdiction.
be matched by an increase in parental If curfews are implemented, they should be
awareness and supervision of their chil- on the local level, since different towns
dren's activities. Totalitarian states have have different problems. A rural town usucurfews, not America.
ally doesn't have as many problems with
juvenile
crime as a large metropolitan city.
The issue of enforcement is another
Once
curfews are enforced in towns,
problem with curfews. When my homehowever,
it becomes that much easier to
town implemented a curfew a year ago, the
institute
them
at state and, eventually,
local media interviewed the police and

By PAUL FIELDS

national levels. For
example, what happens if drug dealers
find their market in
one town is hampered
because of curfews
and move to the next
locale? That city will
most likely stiffen its
curfew or petition for
a regional curfew. At
what point will it end?
And will the rules
cease to exist when
the problem is no
longer an issue? What
if instead the government begins instituting similar limits on
freedom of movement
like the recent restriction on youth to be in
Kissed a girl
Brought beeper
Late for curfew
the Mall of America
to class
without adult escort?
Curfews cannot, and should not, be conIf these measures appear to work in the free and democratic Constitution, framed
by
men
who
assumed
people
would
be
sidered
until these issues are addressed. An
slightest, there will always be someone
morally
responsible
to
act
within
its
loose,
emphasis
on reform in the hearts and
suggesting even more extreme measures.
often
ambiguous,
guidelines.
This
may
minds
of
people
should be the emphasis,
Will society become dependent on Uncle
create
dangers
from
crime
and
extremists,
not
passing
more
laws. Legislation is a
Sam to tell them how and when they can
but
the
Founding
Fathers
didn't
sign
the
poor
substitute
for
morality. Until these
live their lives?
American
Constitution
asking
for
safety;
and
other
questions
are
answered, it would
If a dictatorship is what people want in
they
were
risking
their
lives
for
unparalled
be
irresponsible
to
implement
curfews.
order to live securely, then they can't call
freedom.
this America. America was founded upon a

Liberty Forum
Editor's right:
We need to be
more polite
Dear Editor,
I was really impressed with your
column entitled "Civility and
Americans: lost cause." I have
been talking to my friends about
how rude people seem to be.
I am sure that I am just as rude,
but I try not to be. One reason I
don't want to be rude is because it
is a bad witness. I also want to be
polite to Christians. I don't want
to be a hypocrite.
Have you been at a Christian
event and a Christian has treated
you really badly? I don't know
about you, but that makes me
think, "If they're a Christian I
don't want to be." I always
remember, though, why I am a
Christian: it's Christ, not people.
Sometimes it's hard to remember.
I am from Ohio (above the
Mason-Dixon). More people,
especially guys, hold the door for
me back home than they do here.
Some of the people here think that
guys should only hold the door for
girls when the guy is interested in
the girl. Is that to impress the girl?
It impressed me more when guys I
don't know hold the door for me.
If a guy is going to do it just to
impress a girl, than he will stop
doing it after he thinks he's got
her.
The other day, I was leaving one
of my classes and this guy who I
know is married allowed me to go
first and held the door for me. That
really impressed me. He did it
because he was a true gentleman
and not to impress anyone. It real-

Editor's
wrong: Dole
is better than
Clinton
Dear Editor,

In response to Timothy J.
Gibbon's article regarding the future
of America's democracy and presidential election results, I would like
to take a few moments to adamantly
oppose.
The future of our country is being
handed over to a man — be it
Clinton or Dole — for the sole purpose of directing our beloved
America in the path in which he
believes we should go. That alone
should be the prime motivation for
encouraging the election of DoleKemp, seeing that Clinton is the
devil himself.
While Dole may not be a
Christian'sfirstchoice for president,
Kemp has proven to be of great
influence on "the pineapple man,"
and, God-willing, he may also play a
central role, providing Dole drops
dead. Between Dole and Clinton, I
believe we are responsible to choose
the lesser of the two evils.
Pat Robertson was correct in stating that Dole will need a miracle to
overcome the present opposition, but

SPEAK ft
"Dole, because he represents
the values and morals of the
Christian society."
—Chad Mayes, Jr.
Palm Springs, Calif.

"Bob Dole, because he looks
like a president. It seems to
me when you look at Clinton's
administration, there is a lot
of fault and corruption."
—Jaines Overton, Jr.
Chesapeke, Va.

hall senator, who then votes for a
class officer.
This is how our federal system
was originally arranged. The people elected their state representatives, state senators and federal
representatives. The state level
officials in turn elected the U.S.
senators, and the electoral college
elected the president, which it still
does. Therefore, this shows that
SGA has not done anything radical, but made a structural maneuver that complies with the SGA
constitution.
While this change in procedure
seems to be "brazen," it was necessary. It was necessary because class
officer elections have been a debacle in the past. As noted in the article, there have been times when
there were not even candidates for
certain offices. Also, the convocation itself is a simple and blundering
Ericka Holland headache that students do not seem
to enjoy because they do not come.
The interest in class officer elections demonstrates the success of
the idea. As noted in the above paragraph, class officer elections have to
struggle to find candidates, but this
year there was a large number of
candidates. To be exact, there were
Dear Editor,
15 applications turned in, resulting
in
the same number of candidates.
The recent article in the
This
is a big improvement.
Champion entitled "SGA Election
Student government has not perCoup Was Inevitable But Brazen"
solicits fear from the electorate and formed a coup d'etat, rather a strucdemonstrates a lack of understand- tural improvement that was necesing of what a republican form of sary. Accurate and factual journalism is necessary in covering the
government is about.
The fear stricken by this article issues in student government, not
is caused by the language used. random and sporadic ill-informed
The article communicates that stu- opinions. Besides, "Nobody can
dents have lost their "voice" fault the SGA's motives in this matthrough losing their vote. This is ter."
not true, because a student's vote
Craig Long
in a democrat-republican government is in the election of his or her
SGA President

how class officers are elected, Christ to the world. When we show
please, stop by the SGA office and the world we can be just like them,
take a look at the Constitution. they lose interest in us and the God
Constructive, positive criticism or we serve. If we appear as the world
suggestions are always welcome. is, what are we?
More than that, we are called to be
We are all accountable to the students of this university and will salt andtightto this world. Matthew
gladly and honestly answer all ques- 7:1-3 tells who the real judge is.
tions presented. It is always the most Only Christ is the one who had the
prudent behavior of any student to right to go about judging. We are to
obtain his or her information direct- be the example to the world, not a
ly from the source. Speaking without mockery. Part of the reason this
knowledge harms not only the testi- country is the way it is is not because
mony of the person speaking, but at we are Christians being persecuted.
"the sametimemay lead many people Much of the persecution we bring on
ourselves. The reason is because the
astray.
world sees the people that speak
Amy Forafcer without thinking.
Take into account next time, what
SGA VP of Student Services
Lisa Lively
if it were someone you loved in
power. Would you be so quick to
judge or would you pray more
often?

ly made me feel good.
as it is true that God is not a regisI think we need to get back to tered voter, He is the omnipotent
the courtesy that used to be in Creator of our universe, and I do
America. If you see someone who think He is capable of controlling the
is down or needs help, do some- end results of this campaign. If you
thing unique and stop and help. do not already know this maybe you
You never know how it will affect should get saved.
them.
Last, but not least, Clinton has
done far more for our country's
Robin Miller moral decline than any person ever
imagined he would. Do not underestimate the power that the devil can
inflict with such an individual. So if
I were you, Timothy, I would fear
the damage that could result if
another four years is handed over to
"Slick Willy."

SGA editorial Christians
was inaccurate needn't get
judgmental
Dear Editor,
In response to last Tuesday's editorial "SGA Election Coup was
Inevitable but Brazen," I would like
to commend the author on a very
well-written article.
I would like to note, though, that
the information presented was not all
accurate. Amid the sarcasm and
cliches, it sounds to me like we have
an intelligent but very misinformed
person who has used his position of
authority and respect to damage the
reputation of the SGA.
None of the class officers or the
Executive Committee were questioned in regards to the new election
procedure before this article was
published, spreading a very negative
attitude and attacking well-deserving, hard-working students who care
very much about this school and the
Student Government Association.
If you would truly like to know

Dear Editor,
As we approach the coming elections, we as Christians need to keep
in mind that God is in control. All
too often as I walk around campus I
hear complaints. Many feel our current President is foolish, among
other things. What many people fail
to understand is Clinton is one man
with a human mind.
Ifindmany Christians who get so
religiously indignant act un-Christlike. Many of these people forget
that the world is watching. If we, as
Christians, prayed as much as we
complained about politics in
America, this country would turn
around. We need to pray for those
who have been elected into office as
well as those who have a chance of
running the country.
As Christians we are to represent

SGA president
defends new
election style

In the presidential election, who are you
going to vote for and why?
"Bob Dole, because he's the
best of the worst!"
—Bryan Shriver, Sr.
Newport News, Va.

"Dole. He's a run-of-the-mill
politician, but he stands for
America and doesn't deceive
the way Clinton does."
—Warren Tillman, Sr.
Roanoke, Va.

"Perot, because he addresses
the issues clearly. It's kind of
refreshing!"
—Peter Bollinger, Fr.
Saultste-Marie, Mich.

"Bob Dole, because I saw a
PBS special on the history of
his life and political career...
After seeing that investigation, I
like him a lot."

"I'll vote for Dole because of
the fact that he has the morals I
am looking for in a president
that Clinton does not have."
—Jason Remback, Fr.
Geneva, Ohio

"Bob Dole, because his ideas
andvalues best represent what 1
believe in."
—Giles Hoback, Soph.
Lynchburg, Va.

—Daniel Tamburello, Sr.
Mendham, N.J.
—photos by Jessie Dean
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Cox awarded; CCU sweeps Big South
said. "But, it was harder the second time around
because
everyone knew who to watch."
Sports Editor
Cox beat teammate Chris McGregor, who finLiberty's Josh Cox was named the Big South ished second by 16 seconds.
Conference's Cross Country Runner of the Year
"Josh and I had a good, healthy rivalry this
on Saturday in Rock Hill, S.C.
season," McGregor said. "I'm glad that he
Cox, a senior from El Cajon, Calif, won the won in his last year. He ran well and deserved
award after capturing the men's individual title the win."
But, despite the showing by LU's top two finfor the second straight year. Cox won the title
after finishing the soggy eight-kilometer course ishers, the Flames could not hold off Coastal
Carolina in the team competition.
in a record time of 25:08.
Coastal Carolina ran away with the Big South
"I wanted to win and defend the title," Cox
By RICH MACLONE

Conference Cross Country titles this weekend.
Both the men's and women's teams dominated
their way to the championship.
Coastal Carolina's men beat Liberty by 17
points, 31-48. CCU was lead by Albert Edman
(25:31), who took third place overall.
Gustav Beggren (25:53) took fourth place
for the Chants, followed by teammate Finbarr
Egan (25:54).
After Cox and McGregor, Liberty's next finisher was Dan Bentley, who came in 13th with a
time of 26:23.

On the women's side, the Lady Chanticleers
swept the top five spots in the standings.
Catherine Conder led the way for Coastal over
the five kilometer course with a time of 17:21.
Conder was followed by teammates Angela
Murphy (17:49), Lauri Occhipinti (18:28),
Ingrid Burgess (18:31) and Danielle Barajas
(18:39). Liberty finished in third place.
Amy Teer was Liberty's top woman finisher,
coming in 10th place with a time of 18:51. Teer's
teammate, Laura Gosselin, was hot on her heels,
coming in 11th with a time of 18:54.

Rohrer goal ties UNCA
"Joe (Larson) played phenominal," Rohrer said.
"We're
now set up for a good position in the Big
Champion Reporter
South."
"Overall, the defense played well," Larson said.
Who says you have to go to a football game to
see hard hits? In a soccer game that had everything "They started off a little slow, but were able to pull
from arguments to boxing matches, neither Liberty together and come out strong in the end."
Bulldog goalkeeper Mark Robinson also had a
nor UNC Asheville was able to put away a second
goal to win their final game of the season. So the busy game; he snagged seven of Liberty's 11
shots.
score remained knotted at 1-1.
The majority of the Flames' shots came from
Twenty fouls were called on the Bulldogs, and
Rohrer, Ryan Trumbo and Kian
two players were issued red cards,
Brownlee, who finished the
ejected from the game. The Big South Conference
game with three shots each.
Bulldogs were also given eight
Tournament pairings
The only shot to find it's way
cautions in the game. The Flames
were cited 17 times, with four No. 1 UNC Greensboro, (7-0- into the net came 51 minutes
0) First Round Bye, will play into the game, as Rohrer was
players receiving cautions.
set up by Brownlee.
According to Mike Rohrer, winner of CCU vs. UMBC
"Even though this wasn't a
who scored Liberty's only goal, No. 2 Radford, (4-3-0) First
pretty game, I can't complain,"
the game was very physical. He
said teammate Ryan Trumbo was round bye, will play winner of Bell said. "Each player had a
good game and went out there
punched in the face during the UNCA vs. Liberty game.
and gave 100 percent."
first half of the game.
No. 3 UMBC (3-3-1) vs.
The Flames will now have a
"When,a red card wasn't given No. 6 Coastal Carolina (2-2-3)
week to prepare for the Big
for that, it set the tone for a dirty
No. 4 UNC Asheville (2-2-3); South Tournament, which will
game," Rohrer said.
be held in Greensboro on Nov.
Head Coach Bill Bell also had vs. No. 5 liberty (3-3-1)
8-10. They will begin the toura lot to say about the style of the
nament by taking on UNC Asheville, again, on
game.
"I thought that this was the most physical game Friday at 7:30 p.m. The winner will take on No. 1of the season," Bell said. "The referees were seeded UNC Greensboro.
The other first round game on Friday will fealenient, so the players were all trying to bend the
ture Coastal Carolina versus the University of
rules."
Both teams played offensive games as well, Maryland-Baltimore County.
"We have a few minor problems to iron out,"
which left the outcome up to the goalies. LU
goalie Joe Larson faced a total of 12 shots and Larson said. "But we will be ready for the Big
South (tournament)."
made 10 saves.
By JENNA CANTWELL

Z«ch«ry Kronenberger / Lnunmr CHAMPION

HEADS UP —David Thienes skies for a loose ball during LU's 1-1 tie against
UNC Asheville. The Flames will play UNCA in the Big South tourney on Friday.

Nobles TD
Lady Rams butt w a y
I s Flames past Lady Flames
over Pirates
By LAURELEI MILLER
Champion Reporter

By BEN DONAHUE
Charopion Reporter

A Torry Rush interception with just under a
minute remaining in the fourth quarter preserved a
34-30 victory as the LU Flames held off the Pirates
of Hampton Saturday. The win is Liberty's third
tod improves the team's record to 4-5
ifing the final home game of the season against
vingstone next Saturday.
Liberty came close to giving away the victory
in the garne. Hampton forced an LU tarnover
after the Flames had driven the ball down inside the
Pirates* 20 yard line. Hampton was called for defensive interference, however, and the Flames had new
life, With the game on the line and LU down by
three, running back Stacey Nobles burst through the
line from four yards out to give Liberty the win.
The biggest play came when Rush intercepted an
errant pass at the LU 36-yard line, setting up a
Nobles touchdown.
"I was really proud of our offense in the second
half," Head Coach Sam RutigUano said. "We had
some critical third-down runs, Stacey Nobles is a
great runner at such a young age. We nailed a game
we needed to win today and I'm just really proud of
the guys."
Liberty got off to a good start, taking advantage of Hampton mistakes and gaining a 17-3 lead
by the end of the first quarter. The Pirates answered
by turning the tables and taking advantage of
Flames errors. They scored 17 unanswered points
and went into the locket room at halftime with a 2017 lead.
The Flames, continued to play catch-up for the
rest of the game until Nobles* touchdown won it.
Nobles finished the day with 41 yards on eight
rushes and one touchdown and caught seven passes
lor 63 yards and a touchdown. All-purpose back
Pete MeFadden had 44 yards on 19 carries and one
touchdown, plus seven receptions for 59 yards and
a touchdown. McFaddeu had trouble holding onto
the ball as he fumbled three times. Quarterback Ben
Anderson had another strong outing, going 27 for
38 passing, with 265 yards and two touchdowns.
"As the game was winding down J was just pray*
mg the whole time. Own the suu came out." Bob
Leahy offensive coordinator said. "When (Nobles)
got the touehdowu to give us the wui 1 said 'Praise
l h . v l ru-H ' T h i « ««.« * t » ™ 1 w i n for ns K v t a v "

Liberty's Lady Flames soccer team (213,0-5 BSC) suffered a 2-0 loss in its final
regular season match on Friday to Virginia
Commonwealth University.
With 7:00 left on the clock, Cori Tallman
took a shot that could have netted LU's
first goal in 10 games and put the Flames
back into the contest. However, the ball
bounced off the crossbar, missing the mark
by two inches.
"I just turned around and took the shot
— I knew I had to rip it," Tallman said. "I
couldn't believe it hit the crossbar, because
that's been our problem all year. When we
do get some shots off, they can't seem to
hit the cage."
All the VCU damage occurred near the
10 minute-mark of each half. Christina
Kennedy lit up the score board both times
for the Lady Rams.

Her first goal came from inside the
penalty box on a shot that slid past LU
goalkeeper Shannon Hutchison. The second period jab was a header off a corner
kick. The ball hit the upper corner of the
mesh just out of Hutchison's reach.
Hutchison recorded four saves for the
Flames.
"At first our momentum was a little bit
slow," senior Ruth Fisher said. "But in the
second half we picked it up ... It was a
tough loss."
After halftime, Liberty maintained conMike Speights / Unmet v CHAMMON
trol of the ball and attempted an offensive
rally in the game's closing 15 minutes, but LEG LOCKED — Lisa Deur battles
for the ball in LU's season finale.
aggression failed to materialize.
The Lady Flames matched VCU shot for Tournament against No. 3-seeded UMBC.
Junior Jeri Lucido said earlier in the seashot, with LU forward Jessica Kerth booting five of LU's eight. Corner kicks were son that the Flames would have a bit of an
also evenly distributed between the two advantage in the tournament. "Everyone's
going to mink mat we're a joke coming in,
teams as they each forced five.
On November 8-10 the Lady Flames will so mat gives us a chance to surprise them.
close out their season at the Big South We have nothing to lose," Lucido said.

Flames split with UNC

RICH
MACLONE

from
Heisman
Once again there is a fight
for the most prestegious award
in college sports: the Heisman
trophy.
Danny Wuerfel of Florida,
Peyton Manning of Tennessee
and Warrick Dunn are all quality choices in the race for the
gold. The only question that
remains is, why would any of
them want it?
The Heisman used to guarantee its winner a high draft status
in the NFL as well as a flourishing career. Now it is more of
a deathmark. Since Barry
Sanders won the trophy in 1988
hot one winner has lived up to
the Heisman hype when they
reached NFL.
Remember Ginp Torreta?
Torreta beat out both Marshall
Faulk and Garrison Hearst in
1992, Now he is struggling to
be a third-string backup, while
Faulk has attained star status
and Hearst is a major part Of
the Cincinnati ground attack.
W h o c o u l d f6«*j5*it Uve trrt«ve>r- •

tal Desmond Howard, the 1991
winner? Howard seemed destined to be on his way to stardom. He had the speed, the
hands and the ability to ran by
just about anyone, right? Now ;
he is on his third team In as
many years, and the only rea?
son he is seeing any time in
Green Bay is because the two
players in front of him are out
with injuries.
Rashaan Salaam won only
two years ago and actually bad:
a good rookie year. But, this
year the jinx is upon him. He
is watching more than playing
because of injuries and
fumbles.
The list seems to go on and
on. How about that Ty Deuner?
Detmer wins the trophy in
1990, seems to be the next
great BYU quarterback and
then falls off the face of the
earth. Only this season is he
getting a chance to play, and
that is because of injury.
Why does this trophy seern to
carry about as much luck as the
captain of the Titanic? The
answer is two-fold.
One, there is too much pressure on these kids to produce
coming out of college. As soon
as the player gets his call to
come play he is hailed by the
local media as a savior. His
every move is scrutinized. He
is surrounded by reporters front
his first practice. As if it isn't
enough to ask these kids to
learn a play book that is thicker
than an encyclopedia, they also
have to make public appearances and kiss babies. You
would think that they were running for office.
The second reason is that for
many of Uiese guys the trophy
is just the end result of a media
blitz by their college's sports
information department. Many
Heisman candidates are good
players, but not the elite athletes that the sports info people
would have us believe. Posters,
post cards and bios are sent out
weekly to let the media know
everything about how die player is doing.
I believe Chuck D said it best
when he told us, "Don't believe

Offensively, the Flames were outshot
37-28; however, seven shots got
Champion Reporter
past Tarheel goalkeeper, Ryan Fuierer.
After two idle weeks, the LU Flames
For LU, Defenseman Neil
hockey team split back-to-back games Nicholson provided offense, as he
with the University of North Carolina scored two goals and added an assist.
Tarheels, winning die first game 7-2
Forwards Scott Meyer and Andrew
and dropping the second game 4-3.
Tattrie also had two goals each, and
Despite sloppy playing on Friday team captain, Steve Clark added a goal
night, die Haines (4-2) were sull loo and two assists.
much for the Tarheels to handle.
"I mink the long break really hurt
Goalie Corey Walyuchow stole the us," Nicholson said. "Walyuchow
show. He turned away 35 of die 37 played great, but offensively, it was an
Tarheel shots.
exuemely sloppy game."
Despite the win, Head Coach
Joe Barrette sUuted for the 1 -lames in
Corrado Puglisi said he was not net during Saturday's loss and played
pleased with his team's overall perfor- phcuominally, according to Puglisi.
mance.
"Barrette played a great game,"
"If it wasn't for (Walyuchow), we l'uglisi said. "We just weren't disciwould've lost," Puglisi said. "We plined, and we didn't play our style.
played a rusty game, and we lacked a Our team just needs to work harder."
lot of discipline."
'Ihe Flames' next game is Tuesday,
"This wasn't a two-way game," Nov. 5 at 3:30 p.m. at die Roanoke
Walyuchow said. "The forwards didn't Civic Center where they will be hostTed WuuKurii / 1.1BEKIV I'llAMfloN
do their part to come back and help out ing Virginia lech. On Sunday, Nov. 10,
l.^bypg"
BOARD WALK—Kirk Handy battle for a puck. die defense."
they will take on VCU at 8 p.m.
By JENNA CANTWELL
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Box Scores
FOOTBALL

Liberty 34, Hampton 30
Liberty
17 0 3 14 34
Hampton
3 17 7 3
30
First Quarter
LU—Team Safety 14:08
HU—Covington 32 field goal 7:52
LU—McFadden 5 pass from Anderson
(Nobles rush) 1:55
LU—Nobles 22 pass from Anderson
(Harrelson Kick) 0:55
Second Quarter
HU—Foote 15 fumble recovery
(Covington kick) 10:58
HU—Covington 31 field goal, 7:53
HU—Johnson 5 run (Covington kick)
0:50
Third Quarter
LU—Harrelson 38 field goal, 10:04
HU—Ricks 3 run (Covington kick) 4:52
Fourth Quarter
LU—McFadden 8 run (Harrelson kick)
12:37
HU—Covington 26 field goal 6:55
LU—Nobles 4 run (Harrelson kick) 1:12
A -8,527

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Comp-Att
Sacked-yards lost
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards
3rd down conv.
4th down conv.
Time of poss

LU
22
30-83
265
134
27-38
0-0
4-35.5
3-2
6-65
6-12
0-0
28:29

HU
24
44-155
258
59
17-31
1-9
2-27.5
2-1
10-80
7-15
1-2
30:39

Individual Statistics
RUSHING—Liberty, McFadden 19-44,
Nobles 8-41, Anderson 3-minus-2;
Hampton, Mayer 14-75, Jackson 9-50,
Ricks 10-27, Johnson 7-19.
PASSING—Liberty, Anderson 27-38-0
265; Hampton Johnson 17-31-1 258.
RECEIVING—Liberty, Nobles 7-63,
McFadden 7-59, Freeman 5-71, Ferebee
4-34. Hampton; Ricks 5-101, Jenkins 581, Scott 2-28, Joyner 2-25.
MISSED FIELD GOALS—none
MEN'S SOCCER

UNC Asheville 1, Liberty 1
Liberty
0
0 0-1
Furman
1
0 0-1
7:14
UNCA
Granack from C.
Lawrence
51 ;46
LU
M. Rohrer from K.
Brownlee
Shots:
UNCA

LU—11 .
UNCA—7
LU—10
Attendance: 275
Yellow Cards: UNCA (7) Rudel, Miller,
Lawrence, Mkenenzie, Acquista, Levy,
Astin. LU (4) Thienes, Barrington,
McLean, Brownlee
Red Cards: UNCA (1) Rudel.
Saves:

B.S.

Standings
MEN'S SOCCER

UNC Greensboro 15-0-0 (6-0-0)
Radford
7-8-1 (3-2-0)
Liberty
10-5-2(3-3-1)
8-6-2 (2-2-2)
UNC Asheville
5-7-1 (2-2-1)
UMBC
6-8-0 (2-3-0)
Winthrop
Coastal Carolina 5-7-2(1-3-0)
3-11-1 (0-4-0)
Charleston So.
Player of the Week: Matt Farris, Soph.,
midfielder, UNC Greensboro
WOMEN'S SOCCER

UNC Greensboro 11-3-0(4-0-0)
7-3-0(4-1-0)
UNC Asheville
8-4-0 (2-2-0)
UMBC
7-6-0 (2-3-0)
Charleston So.
4-8-1 (1-3-0)
Radford
2-15-0(0-5-0)
Liberty
Player of the Week: Ali Lord, Soph, forward, UNC Greensboro
VOLLEYBALL

1. Coastal Carolina 17-5(8-0)
19-4(6-1)
2. UMBC
22-7 (5-3)
3. Liberty
15-10(3-3)
4. UNC Asheville
5. UNC Greensboro 9.12 (3-4)
13-10(2-4)
6. Winthrop
8-18(2-5)
7. Radford
2-17(0-7)
8. Charleston So.
Player of the Week: Roberta Croteau,
Sr, Zagreb, Croatia

1. Regulators
2. Arby's
3. The Legends
4. 'Da Hole
5. Milk Chocolate
6. Seawolves
7. Brad's Doughboys
8. Schlumas
9. 7-Up
10. TheOne-6
Dropped out: Tombstone, Run n Shoot
The top 10 lists are compiiled by the
Intramural Sports office, and is determined by record and strength of
schedule.

This Week
TUESDAY
Volleyball at UNC Greensboro (Big
South match) 7:00 p.m.
Hockey vs. Virginia Tech, 3:30 p.m. at
Roanoke
FRIDAY
Volleyball at Charleston Southern (Big
South match), 7:30 p.m.
W-Soccer vs. UMBC, (Big South tournament first round game) 5:00 p.m.
M-Soccer vs. UNC Asheville (Big South
tournament first round game) 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
Football vs. Livingstone, 1:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer second round game if necessary
Women's Soccer second round game if
necessary
Volleyball vs. Coastal Carolina (Big
South match), 1:00 p.m.
Sunday
Hockey vs. VCU at Roanoke, 8:00 p.m.
Monday
W-Basketball vs. Fort Bragg, exhibition,
7:30 p.m.

i f On The Air
RADIO

IMS
Football playoff results
First Round
Chilly Pheesesteaks 31, German
Helmets 26; Primal Rage 50, Sons of
Liberty 20; D.B. Platypuses 14, German
Helmets 13 (01); Belcher Boys 29,
Phil's Thrills 19; Diesel (forfeit win) over
Little E's; Falwell Bandits 37, Teutonic
Knights 13; White Lightning 32, 5th
Ward 0; The Pack 32, Beavers 31 (OT)
Second Round
Phil's Thrills 27, Little E's 12; Hurricanes
(forfeit win) over German Helmets
Basketball poll
as of Nov. 4

FOOTBALL: LU vs. Livingstone, Sat.
1:30, 88.3-FM. NFL triple-header, Sun.
1:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m.105.9FM.Monday Night Football, Detroit vs.
San Diego, 9:00 p.m., 105.9-FM.
HOCKEY: LU vs. Virginia
Commonwealth, Sun. 8:00 p.m., 90.9-FM
LOCAL TALK SHOWS: The Sports
Gang, Tues. 8:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m. 90.9FM; The SportsLine, Mon-Fri. 1-3p.m.,
Sat. 9-11 a.m., 105.9-FM
TELEVISION

PRO FOOTBALL:, AFC 1:00, (game
TBA),Sunday Channel 10., NFC
Doubleheader Chs. 21, 27 NFC 1:00,
4:00 Sunday, Monday Night Football,
Detroit vs. San Diego Ch. 13, Monday,
9:00 p.m.

Place Classified Ads 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM Weekdays

Call Mr. Cam Davis at 5 8 2 - 2 1 2 8

Wanted!!!
Individuals
and
Student
Organizations to Promote SPRING
BREAK TRIPS. Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPS CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.
http://www.icpt.com
Spring Break '97. Earn cash! Highest
commission. Travel free on... only 13
sales!!! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida, Padre. Free info packet! Call
Sunsplashl-800-426-7710.
WWW.SUNSPLASHIOURS.COM

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS!
What could a Master of Social Work
Degree do for you! (Only CCCU
Christian program.)
O.A.G.E.X. - Roberts Wesleyan
College 2301 Westside Dr. Rochester,
NY 14624 1-800-777-4792

What if
busine

EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

Auto repairs, most makes and models,
most problems, reasonable rates, call
anytime, Brian 239-7994.
yzFiziTw&'Zttiz&izitt

To Place
$$ E A R N E X T R A M O N E Y $$

a Classified
•FEMALE HYGIENE STUDY:
Females, age 18-55 to test a female
hygiene product.
Study Visits:
Thurs. 10/24/96, Thurs. 10/31/96,
and Thurs. 11/7/96 between 2-4:30
pm.
STUDY PAYS $50
*BACK PATCH STUDY:
Males & Females, Age 18 and older.
Study starts Friday, 11/1/96 ( Mons,
Weds, Fris ) thru 11/25/96. 2 week
rest. Last visits 12/9/96, 12/11/96,
12/12/96 and possibly 12/13/96
between the hours 11-1 and 2-6 pm.
STUDY PAYS $90
•BACK PATCH STUDY:
Males & Females, Age 18-65. Only
10 visits over 4 weeks. Study start
Mon. 11/18/96 ( Mons, Weds, Fris)
thru Mon. 12/9/96 between the
hours 3:30 - 5:30 pm. Patches are
removed at home after 24 hours.
STUDY PAYS $60

Ad
Call
Mr.
Davis
at Ext
2128,
off

invested.

INTERESTED?

Advertise in
The Champion.

Siiiily, FA

ft

campus

Diet Coke

or Coca-Cola

from

lor just <i U'w dollars
C A L L 847-5695
2602 Langhorne Road
(Across from B.C. Glass High School)

the

©

Hours: Mon-Fri. 9-5

Call

(804)
582*2128

We Gladly Accept S 3
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Prices in I hie. Ad Cffect ivfl I ueaday, November 5 , I hrough, I ue&day, Nevambfll 12, i y 6 In Our I ynchbur^ Stores
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V-ball wins 22nd
By KERRY RODRIGUEZ
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames volleyball teampowered its way through two tough
opponents last week, shooting down
the University of North Carolina at
Ashville in five grueling sets and
Winthop in four.
The Lady Flames dropped the first
two sets to UNCA before battling
back for a 12-15, 10-15, 16-14, 1715,15-13 win.
Liberty began set three on a high
note with a huge kill by Kyrie Dom.
Dorn's spike set the pace for the
remainder of the match.
Entering the third set, Liberty came
out slow, falling behind 1-5. But
Athena Sherwood sparked the comeback with a a huge kill. Anthonia
Akpama served the Lady Flames out
from behind to take the lead.

LU took control of the contest by
sneaking between blocks, making
strong defensive digs and using
power at the net. This style of play
brought Liberty to a 13-12 lead.
Doms served the first ace of the
match to tie the score at 14. Then
Sherwood served one of her own,
putting Liberty back in business as
the team fought out the match.
Akpama lead the team with 18 kills
with Dom and Miller close behind, at
17 each. Sherwood and Leanna
Miller led the team with 17 digs each.
Earlier on Friday night, Liberty put
down Winthrop in a four set match;
13-15, 15-8,15-8,15-5.
Akpama led the team with 19 kills,
23 digs and three service aces.
"Anthonia really stepped up her game
tonight," hitter Stacey Collier said.
The Lady Flames have pushed
their record to 22-7.

Scoring woes pile up on Lady Flames
They also couldn't muster a goal in any of offensive threat Julie Reinwald, further comtheir Big South matchups.
plicated the season and the line-up. Positions
Champion Reporter
The Flames' roster displayed plenty of tal- were switched around to compensate, and
Just as hours of studying for a test won't ent, but the team failed to meet its potential. freshmen did a good job of stepping in and
always guarantee an A, or even a B, all too
"We have a great defense," Fisher said. contributing.
often the final score doesn't reflect a person's
The Flames have one last chance to end the
ability or preparation.
season
on a positive note, in the Big South
Un-offensive Lady Flames
Conference tournament, which starts Friday
High expectations faded into a lackluster
at 5 p.m. LU plays No. 3 seed UMBC in the
season for the Lady Flames soccer squad.
Goals per game:
0.40
first round.
Their 2-13 record fails to communicate their
Goals allowed per game:
2.67
In both games in which LU scored goals,
overall performance, according to the team.
Shut out by opponent:
13 times they
left with a win and went undefeated in
"We had an incredible preseason," midGoals in conference games: 0
games in which they lead at the half. So as
fielder Ruth Fisher said. "So we were real
I Consecutive games shut out: last 10
they head into the tournament, their opening
excited about going into the season."
45 minutes could be the most significant.
What went wrong?
They possess the ability to surprise their
Liberty's biggest problem shone in lights. "It's just disappointing not to be able to score
Eleven times LU's score read 0. Shutouts a goal; and at this level, it seems like that's competition at the Big South Tournament, but
plagued the Flames' efforts, and as in any what every mistake can cost you." she added. success will require an all-out team effort.
"We started getting, not necessarily content
"We know we're a good team and we know
sport, those who don't score don't win.
that we can play together, but we need to play
In 10 consecutive games, Liberty played with losing, but it started being a habit."
Injuries to five starting players, including for a full 90-minutes," Fisher said.
hard, but never found the back of the net.

By LAURELEI MILLER

Cowboys to squeak past 49ers by a touchdown; Denver to remain hot
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

Atlanta at St Louis: The question
isn't who can score points and take
the lead. The real question is, who can
hold it? Each team has blown games
they should have won. Rams by 5.
Green Bay at Kansas City: Green
Bay should win this, but then again
they nearly let one slip away to the
"mighty" Buccaneers. The Chiefs
must get a ground game established,
because Steve Bono cannot carry the
team by himself. Packers by 8.
Houston at New Orleans: The
Oilers are the more talented team and
it shows. Rookie running back Eddie

George will continue to run rampant
on the NFL. Oilers by 10.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati: Coming
from behind is something the
Bengals' potent air attack can do in a
hurry. Cincy can't against Pittsburgh,
though. Steelers by 5.
Arizona at Washington: The Skins
are for real, and are too much for the
lowly Cards. Redskins by 15.
Buffalo at Philadelphia: If Ty
Detmer was not intimidated by the
Carolina Panthers defense, which was
ranked No. 1 in the conference, don't
expect Bryce Paup and Bruce Smith
to be in his head. Eagles by 3.
Dallas at San Francisco: This game
could hinge on the health of Steve

Young. If he plays expect the Niners
to give the Cowboys a game. This
could be the major hurdle the
Cowboys need to clear to position
themselves for another serious run at
the tide. Cowboys by 6.
Indianapolis at Miami: The fish
need this one to keep pace in the east,
but they won't get it Colts by 2.
Minnesota at Seattle: After starting

hot, the Vikings have taken a nose
dive. A visit to the Kingdome should
help Minnesota build its confidence.
Vikings by 14.
New England at N.Y. Jets: Bledsoe
is in sync and the Patriots' offense is
playing well. New England is back to
being a serious threat for the division
tide once again. Patriots by 4.
Oakland at Tampa Bay: After a ter-

rible start, the Raiders are finally getting it done. Raiders by 3.
Chicago at Denver: Denver has been
tough to beat this season. At home
they are perfect. Broncos by 9.
Baltimore at Jacksonville: The
Ravens have a big advantage over the
Jaguars — a running game. Balancing
Vinny Testaverde's career year are the
legs of Bam Morris. Ravens by 3.

ALL
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LUBE
Brixtn, Engae3 & thti" J

iU-MAULj
AVAILABLE
Make

Reservations

rj
ENGINE
i UNE-UP SPECIAL
i

[From:

$34.90*

Early

i Rotation
i Balance or $9.90*
I Change,Lube & Filter
With Purchase Of a Tune-Up

i

CHANGE & LUBE
'From:

6 Cyl. 39.90*
8 Cyl. 49.90*
•Some vans,
•pick-ups, transverse
i& hard to tune
lenglnes additional
••Complete engine
analysis
•Checking fuel &
! emissions system
•Install spark plugs
l-nibectTlNerrT hilts
8^%S£*
•
i - C h W set timing,

N.Y. Giants at Carolina: Carolina
has let a few get away this year, but
they won't here. Panthers by 15.
Detroit at San Diego (Monday
Night): If both these teams decide to
get their act together we will have a
game. A potent Lions' offense, if it
includes Barry Sanders, will be a
handful for the Lightning Bolts.
Lions by 1.

$44.90*
Labor

From:

$18.90*
SAVE $3

Plus Parts
I -Change oil
{•Install new disc
j -Replace oil filter
[brake pads only
••Inspect rotors.
I 'Lubricate chassis
Turning included.
• """"'=™ « •
i-Add ifild as needed i * F r e e vehicle
HnsijecUnaster cylln-1 »Free vehicle
• * * & brake
maintenance
,,Test
drive vehicle
Inspection
I S S f m e , a l l l c Pads

H B » pattern

PRESSURE
WASHER
RENTAL
AVAILABLE

CALL
FOR
DETAILS

ILL

M.

1-12000 ml.,12 month I
TUBT
I guarantee whlcheveri
comes first
\CouponJxp^1J^6m_^ouponJxp:_11/26'96 ^Coupon Exp. 11/26/96 J
I
OfllciaTvA state Motor VeMcTe~nspectTo"n Station #6579
I S SB "239^0902
General Service & Repair-More Than Just Our Name
* * i*88 Mon-Fri 8-6 Sat 8-4
3012 Wards Road, Lynchburg (2 Blocks S. CX River Ridge Mall)
Sun 10-6- li-HAUL Only

i^asspsss

Selah
portraits
November 11-13
November 18-20
11:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day
in the Reber-Thomas Dining Hall

All General Mills
Cereal

Cheerios.

12-oz. or Larger

wmmli
I t e m s & Prices Good T h r o u g h Nov. 9 , 1 9 9 6

Copyright 1996. The Kroger Co.
items & Prices Good In
We reserve the right to limit quantities. None sold to dealers.

Kroger, The World's Largest Florist
Can Now Send Flowers Anywhere
In The World

Call: 1 - 8 0 0 - 8 5 3 - 3 0 3 3
Or Visit Your Local Kroger Store
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Introducing
®,

DRIZA-BONE

The Original Outback Oilcloth Riding Coat.
Designed to be roughly treated
and still keep working in the most rugged
weather conditions.
Men's sizes S-XXL. Long style, 175.00. Short style, 165.00.
Available in black and brown.

the fabric:
100% natural cotton treated with a special
formula of oils and waxes to provide an
extremely effective barrier to water and
wind.

the straps:
wrist straps keep out rain and wind while
the leg straps keep the coat from flying up
in windy conditions.

• • . • • -

the snaps:
brass snaps don't rust.

the pockets:
deep and roomy weatherproof cargo
pockets with side entries keep hands warm

* ^R

the seams:
water will not get through four layers of
double stitched fabric.

the detachable cape:
full cut shoulder cape provides a double
layer of protection where weather and wind
hit the most.

Apply for your Leggett Credit Card today,
and find out how you can qualify for our
many special savings opportunities.
Subject to credit approval.

•v** -

Leggett ol River Ridge Matt open daily 10-9; Sunday 12-6. Phone 237-6611 Leggett and Major Credit Cards welcome.
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The Bulls back-to-back or the Lakers and Shaq \?
£ 2 asketball Cans, it is time for another
M J
slam-dunking, high-flying, rebound• * ^ ing and death-defying season of
National Basketball Association hoops.
There are many stories that seem worth following: Charles in Houston, Chicago shooting for another tide, Shaq-Fu taking over LaLa Land and SeatUe trying to slide back into
the finals. That is just a taste of what the NBA
will provide the fans this season.
So buckle-up, put your tray in its upright
position and prepare yourself for a ride to
remember — the 1996-97 NBA season.

Atlantic Division
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those losses for a powerhouse down the road.
— Rich Maclone

Central Division

1. New York Knicks: If there is any team in
the National Basketball Association that has
raised its level of play during the off-season, it
is the Knicks. New York has improved by
adding three quality players through free
agency: Larry Johnson, Allan Houston and
Chris Quids. So the Knicks are no longer just
thugs — they are thugs who can score.
Patrick Ewing is still the man in New York.
If he is ever going to win a championship, it
will have to be in the next two seasons,
because his knees can't hold up much longer
than that
The rookies on the team, especially John
Wallace, will add depth off the bench when
the playoffs roll around.
Outlook: Expect to see the Knicks in the
Eastern Conference finals and perhaps in the
NBA finals if the Bulls should falter.
2. Washington Bullets: This could be the
year that Chris Webber finally shows that he is
one of the best players in the league. Webber
has all the tools to be as good as they get.
But even if Webber is not physically fit, the
Bullets can still win the division. Gheorghe
Muresan and Juwan Howard are both exceptional players, and Tun Legler is a deadly
three-point threat.
Outlook: The Bullets are definitely playoff
contenders and maybe more if Webber lasts.

1. Chicago Bulls: Is there any doubt that
the Bulls are still the team to beat? Michael
Jordan proved that he can still score on anyone and everyone last year, en route to an
MVP award and the championship.
Scottie Pippen is healthier than he has been
in a long time. A healthy Pippen means
Chicago will be able to play the intense
defense they like to, as well as light it up on
me other end.
The Bulls should walk through the regular
season. Complacency will keep them from
matching their 72 wins of a year ago, but 6065 wins seem in reach.
Outlook: A fairly simple ride to the finals for
the reigning champs. Back-to-back seems to
be on track.
2. Indiana Pacers: The Pacers are like a bad
rash — they won't go away. Reggie Miller
showed that there is still some loyalty in
sports by signing a contract to stay in Indiana
for money that was below his market value.
Rik Smits will be on the sideline to start the
year, so Erick Dampier will have a lot of onthe-job training.
Outlook: The Pacers will not win the division,
but they have a lock on the second spot
3. Atlanta Hawks: This team has undergone
major reconstructive surgery in the last year.

3. Miami Heat: Pat Riley has decided that he

The Hawks are big up front now, with

likes to beat up on other teams no matter
where he is coaching. The Heat led the league
in fouling out last season. Riley's style may
not be pretty, but it should be good enough to
get the Heat into the playoffs.
Alonzo Mourning is no longer just a center
with potential, he is potential realized.
Mourning averaged a double-double last season, to go along with almost three swats per
game. The additions of Gary Grant and Dan
Majerle give the Heat other options as well.
Outlook: The Heat could win 50 games and
make it through the fust round of the playoffs.
4. Orlando Magic: It's bad enough that the
team has no Shaq in the middle; the Magic's
new center, Rony Seikaly has never lived up
to the potential he showed at Syracuse.
Penny Hardaway is the second best guard
in the NBA. Hardaway will have to step it up
in a major way if the Magic are to make the
playoffs. Small forward Nick Anderson could
be the second option for coach Brian Hill if
Penny is cold.
Outlook: The Magic are down and will struggle to make the playoffs.
5. New Jersey Nets: The Nets are not as bad
as you may think, despite the fact that none of
the players are household names — even in
their own homes. John Calipari is a good
coach who should be able to teach the Nets
confidence.
Jayson Williams is the best player on the
Nets. Only Dennis Rodman is better than
Williams when it comes to rebounding.
Newcomers Robert Pack and Xavier
McDaniel will offer leadership.
Outlook: Calipari is laying the foundation of a
future contender, but it will take a while for
the cement to dry.
6. Boston Celtics: How bad are the Celtics?
Well, the starting center is "very nervous"
Pervis Ellison. The team has not had an allstar since Reggie Lewis died, and it has been
a decade since the team last won a title.
All is not lost though; this season the
Celtics will inuoduce their next star to the rest
of the NBA: Antoine Walker. Another newcomer to the mix is fonner Liberty center
Julius Nwosu, who may see more minutes this
year than he did in Russia last season.
Outlook: The Celtics are a sure bet — to be
in the lottery.
7. Philadelphia 76ers: Watching a losing
team has never been more fun. The backcourt
of Allen Iverson and Jerry Stackhouse will
provide plenty of highlights. Unfortunately
for the 76ers, the tandem will also provide a
plethora of turnovers and mistakes.
Derrick Coleman lias reportedly turned
over a new leal, and wants to dedicate himself
to hoops. There is a good ClWDCe that new leal
is poison ivy.
Outlook: Philly will lose a lot of games now,
but new Head Coach Johnny Davis will trade

Christian Laettner and free agent pickup
Dikembe Mutumbo; and they have a real goto guy in guard Steve Smith.
The key for Atlanta is Mookie Blaylock.
Blaylock will not have to do as much by himself now that the team has a quality front
court, but he will have to get the ball to them.
Outlook: Atlanta could win 50 games, as well
as be the league's biggest sleeper.
4. Milwaukee Bucks: The Bucks have one of
the best players in the league, and his name is
not Glenn Robinson. His name is Vin Baker.
Baker does it all. He scores, rebounds,
blocks shots and dishes when necessary. If
Robinson can step up his game this team
could be a factor in the playoff hunt Head
Coach Chris Ford will have his hands full trying to get Robinson to live up to that potential.
Outlook: Robinson will break out and the
Bucks will break into the playoffs.
5. Detroit Pistons: Why is the team with new
NBA poster boy Grant Hill picked to be in the
bottom half of the division? Simple, Hill is all
this team has. Joe Dumars is ancient, Lindsey
Hunter can't get his shots off, and Kenny
Smith is a poor man's Scott Skiles.
Detroit lost a bundle when Allan Houston
left for the Big Apple. The team seriously
needs someone to step up and be the other
option. Outlook: The Pistons will be on the
outside looking in come playoff time.
6. Cleveland Cavaliers: This is a team that
would make Dean Smith proud. The Cavs like
to walk it up the court, make a ton of passes,
and knock down the jumper as the 24-second
clock expires. That's fine when you have
shooters, but the only real one on this team is
Danny Ferry.
Bobby Phils and Terrell Brandon are great
in the backcourt, but the team's slow style
£
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Rich Maclone
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does not play to their strengths. Cleveland will
not be in the playoffs unless Mike Fratello
changes his coaching philosophy.
Outlook: The Cavs are not easy to beat, but
they are still beatable.
7. Charlotte Hornets: The Hornets have
dropped like flies. Vlade Divac is no saviour,
and the addition of Anthony Mason from New
York adds headaches.
The Hornets are in need of a point guard.
Kenny Anderson's stay of three months didn't
get them into the playoffs, and his departure
does about the same. If Charlotte can swing a
deal for someone to run the offense they could
move up. Don't count on it happening though.
Outlook The Hornets will not have Charlotte
buzzing about them much this season.
8. Toronto Raptors: Damon Stoudamire and
Marcus Camby are great building blocks, but
until they mature they will look like Legos
among cinder blocks.
Hubert Davis should be able to do the job as
the shooting guard for the Raptors. He is a

1996 -97 NBA
Superlatives
Most Valuable Player:
Scottie Pippen, Bulls
Rookie of the Year:
Antoine Walker, Celtics
Defensive Player of the Year:
Gary Payton, Sonics
Comeback Player of the Year:
Dominique Wilkins, Spurs
Sixth Man:
John Starks, Knicks
Most Improved Player:
Hubert Davis, Raptors
Surprise Team:
Washington Bullets
Surprise Player:
Jayson Williams, Nets
Disappointing Team:
Charlotte Hornets
Disappointing Player:
Charles Barkley

/>

blows with the best teams in the NBA by ousting San Antonio and forcing Seattle to a gritty seven-game series in the Conference
Finals.
Utah is ready to make that next step up
from a good team to legitimate contenders.
The Jazz have two superstars in Karl Malone
and John Stockton. It's the rest of the team
that will surprise you.
Outlook: The Jazz won't sneak up on anyone,
but expect them to go deep into the playoffs.
3. San Antonio Spurs: Like Utah, this team
no longer lives and dies by the performance of
its superstar. A great backcourt combination
of Avery Johnson and Vinny Del Negro, along
with the signing of Dominique Wilkins, will
keep the Spurs in the hunt. Wilkins, after two
seasons in Europe, returns to the NBA and is
a candidate for Comeback Player of the Year.
David Robinson is still as strong as ever,
bringing in 25 points and 12 rebounds per
game. He is a dominating player and is
becoming more of a vocal leader on this team.
The offense still centers around him.
Outlook: Expect the Spurs to win 45-50
games, but to go no further than the second
round in the playoffs.
4. Denver Nuggets: Big changes in Denver
will hopefully bring big results. In a trade that
would challenge any spelling-bee champion,
the Nuggets sent the unhappy Mahmoud
Abdul-Rauf to Sacramento in exchange for
the versatile Sarunas Marciulionis.
Denver said goodbye to big man Dikembe
Mutombo via free agency. The Nuggets also

filled the transaction page by shipping off
Jalen Rose and Reggie Williams to Indiana
for Mark Jackson and Ricky Pierce, and signing Ervin Johnson from Seattle.
The main attraction in Denver this year is
rising star Antonio McDyess. He is strong
and fast, a perfect fit on a very athletic team.
Denver is a poor man's version of Seattle.
Outlook: A good mix of youth and scrappy
veterans could produce a .500 season.
5. Dallas Mavericks: The Mavs have three of
good catch-and-shoot player, but he lacks a bit the most talented young players in the NBA
on the defensive end. The Raptors are in dire with Jason Kidd, Jimmy Jackson and Jamal
need of size in the middle. Camby is tall, but Mashburn. The problem, only one basketball.
The Kidd-Jackson feuding must stop if this
he is built like a drinking straw.
Outlook: The Raptors will improve, but they team ever hopes to reach the playoffs. The
Dallas management recognized this and
are still a long way off.
signed veteran Derek Harper. They also added
— Rich Maclone
Chris Gatling and Eric Montross.
Harper's presence will be felt more off the
court as a leader and an advocator for team
1. Houston Rockets: An injury-riddled '95-'96 cohesion. Galling will see serious time, and
campaign led to playoff disappointment and a might become a starter, while Montross is
major face-lift in the offseason for Houston. practically given the position as starting cenThe injuries last season brought the Rockets to ter by default. The defense must improve drathe point of starting five former CB A players matically if the Mavs are to move up.
Outlook: The Mavs could win up to 35
in one game. The Rockets failed to regain the
games.
chemistry that brought them back-to-back
world championships in 1994 and 1995. Enter 6. Minnesota Timberwolves: What do you
do when your team has had a losing record
Charles Barkley.
Sir Charles brings intensity, experience every year in its existence? You sign a player
and consistency to the Rockets. It's the price right out of high school. That's what the
the Rockets paid for Barkley that may become T'wolves did last year, and the gamble has
a problem in the long run. Barkley was traded paid off. Kevin Garnett is the biggest positive for the Minnesota franchise. Now the
to Houston for four players, including point
$64,000 question is: can they do it again?
guard Sam Cassell.
The Timberwolves drafted Stephon
Outlook: Talent and a will to win can carry
Marbury, after only one year of college.
them far.
2. Utah Jazz: The Jazz, underdogs throughout Marbury will, start at the point this season.
the playoffs, proved they can step up and trade Tom Gugliotta, a journeyman forward, has
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Midwest Division

What the Champion staff thinks
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L.A. Lakers
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Laurelei Miller
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Ted Woolford

New York

Chicago

Houston

L.A. Lakers

Niel Swanson

New York
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Jamie Hall

New York
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Houston

L.A. Lakers

Matt Swinehart

Washington

Chicago

Utah

L.A. Lakers

Chicago over
Seattle
Chicago over
Seattle
Seattle over
Chicago
Chicago over
Houston
New York over
Seattle
L.A. over
Chicago
Chicago over
L.A.

seemed to find a home in Minnesota. Last season was undoubtedly his finest as a pro, and
with the trading of Isaiah Rider to Portland, he
has the opportunity to lead the T'wolves up
the long road of respectability.
Outlook: Lots of young talent, the problem is
that they're too young.
7. Vancouver Grizzlies: The Vancouver season was officially tossed out the window
somewhere in the middle of their abysmal run
of losing 23 games straight last season. But,
there is still hope on the horizon.
As a rookie last year, Bryant Reeves put up
solid numbers and should continue to be a
strong presence in the middle. Another
prospect the Grizzlies think highly of is rookie Shareef Abdur-Rahim.
Outlook Playoffs? No. Winning record? No.
Lottery? Yes.
— Niel Swanson

Pacific Division
1. Los Angeles Lakers: Showtime is back in
L.A. The acquisition of Shaquille O'Neal
gives the Lakers the superstar it has been looking for since Magic Johnson originally retired.
The Forum will once again be filled with
movie stars and the win column will read 60.
Along with O'Neal, the Lakers picked up
Sean Rooks, Byron Scott and Jerome Kersey,
which adds experience to a young team. The
key to the season revolves around chemistry.
If Cedric Ceballos, Eddie Jones, Nick Van
Exel and Elden Campbell continue to
improve, while checking their attitudes at the
door, then the Lakers will go far.
Outlook: This team instantly became a title
contender when Shaquille came to town.
2. Seattle Supersonics: The Sonics are coming off a stellar season and are hungry to get
back to the finals. Seattle had no major losses
in the off-season, but they did lose Ervin
Johnson and Frank Brickowski. Craig Ehlo
and Jim McLivaine were both picked up and
will contribute.
Gary Payton and Shawn Kemp will continue to shine, "the question: how much can be
expected from Ehlo and Sam Perkins? Seattle
will go deep in the playoffs, but a return trip to
the finals is not guaranteed.
Outlook: The Sonics will be strong again, and
will fight L.A. for the right to play for a championship.
3. Portland Trailblazers: The Blazers surprised many last year by making a run into the
playoffs. During the off-season, several
changes were made in the City of Roses.
Rod Strickland and Harvey Grant were traded to Washington for Rasheed Wallace. James
Robinson and Bill Curley were sent to
Minnesota for Isaiah Rider. In free agency,
they picked up Kenny Anderson but lost Buck
Williams.
Arvydas Sabonis is the core of the Blazers
and on his way toward stardom in the NBA,
but can he take this team of attitudes with
him? He will have to for the Blazers to contend.
Outlook: They have a lot of talent, but not
enough to get out of the second tier of playoff
teams.
4. Phoenix Suns: The Suns traded Charles
Barkley to Houston, but got half a team in
return. Sam Cassell, Robert Horry, Mark
Bryant and Chucky Brown will more than
replace Barkley, unfortunately this was only a
.500 team with Chuck.
They also picked up Rex Chapman in the
off season which will give them some outside
shooting, which they haven't had since Dan
Majerle was traded.
Outlook: Phoenix is a playoff team but not
much more than that.
5. Sacramento Kings: The big move for the
Kings was the trade of Sarunas Marciulionis
to Denver for Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf.
Mitch Richmond will continue to light up
the board. Just like last year, a strong start is
important, but when the end of the season rolls
around the lack of depth will hurt them.
Outlook: The playoffs are a possibility.
6. Golden State: Chris Mullin and Latrell
Sprewell will lead the team in scoring, provided they are healthy. Mark Wee was picked up
in the off season, while Kevin Willis, Jerome
Kersey and Jon Barry were lost. The drafting
of Todd Fuller is important because Felton
Spencer is clearly not the answer to the
Warriors' problems in the middle.
Outlook: The Warriors are still too far away to
make the playoffs, but they aren't any worse
than last season.
7. Los Angeles Clippers: Loy Vaught and
Brent Barry are the stars of this team, which is
the problem — Vaught and Barry are not stars.
Rookie Lorenzen Wright will produce early,
but there are just loo many holes. Barry's
injuries could also haunt the leam.
Outlook: Can you say lottery ... again?
— Jamie Hall
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LU students say 'no compromising9 as music careers take off

Rhonda says. "I'm like a babysitter or a mom — I
*m going to tell you a secret about By LORI BRIDGEWATER
make sure they do what they need to do."
Champion Reporter
myself that could have a number of
Rhonda's career goals are closely intertwined
effects, the most drastic being that you
t a small church five minutes from campus, with those of Bootsy. "The things that will make
would never read my column again.
everyone scurried about in preparation for me a better manager will make Bootsy a better
I've put this topic off time and again the first-ever performance of LU students Bootsy artist."
because I've had to work up the nerve to (Carlton Anderson) and Latissha Acey.
Bootsy began his career at age four when his
humiliate myself.
Student assistants Marissa, Amy and Mary father arranged for him to sing at their home
We've all inherited traits from our par- perfected their routines while the sound and church in Philadelphia. Since then he has toured
tents that we would rather live without and lighting equipment was set up at break-neck with the Virginia Voices of Youth and with the
one of mine has gotten quite a hit of atten- speed. Bootsy and Latissha took turns rehearsing Word of Life Collegians during his year at Word
tion. Not public attention, although after their songs, practicing with their accompanying of Life Bible Institute in New York.
this, who knows? I don't think I'll get any singers and using the dressing room.
Bootsy was also instrumental in forming two
dates out of it, though.
LU senior Rhonda Noakes, manager for both vocal bands, Quest for Jesus and Divine
Okay, here it is: I have sweaty, old-sneak- Bootsy and Latissha, has been anticipating this Intervention. "Weaker Brother," penned by
er-stinky, not-too-attractive-but-not-too- night to the point that it has been the only thing on Bootsy, will be on the compilation CD that is due
ugly feet. Whew! I did i t It's out! I'm not her mind for the last month. "Classes?" She to be released in late November. After graduagoing to tattle about which side of the fami- laughs, "What classes?"
tion, Bootsy hopes to move to Nashville and purly I acquired (his unappealing characteristic
As manager, Rhonda is responsible for book- sue a career in music — not necessarily a record
from, for two reasons: my father pays my ing concerts, arranging publicity and "marrying deal, but a music ministry.
school bill and my mother knows where I the creative side of music to the business side. I
He wants to "take music back into the inner city
Ted Woolford/LIBERTY CHAMPION
sleep (hint the second one is a little scarier). act as a bridge or liaison between the two," she where Christian music doesn't go," so that people
BELTING
You're thinking "What's the big deal? said.
will "comprehend how serious it is to give their
Lots of people have that problem. How is it
The Lynchburg Church of the Nazarene was lives to Christ and follow Him."
IT OUT —
mat yoa get so much attention?"
looking for a Christian singer to host its alternaLatissha Acey opened for Bootsy. She is majorB o o t s y
Pardon me, but I'm going to be slightly tive Halloween Party, so Rhonda seized the ing in music education and started singing in
(Carlton
sexist for a moment to answer the first opportunity and suggested Bootsy as the main act. church. Latissha wants to "do whatever God
Anderson)
question. It's okay for guys to have
After the date was secured, Rhonda began wills."
sings with a
smelly feet. They're suppose to grunt and working on publicity by plastering the campus
She would like to have a Christian record deal,
team of stusweat. They're meant to smell and do all with posters.
she said, but her main focus is on ministry.
dents (above).
of those "manly man" things.
Although you won't see her on stage, Rhonda
"Christian music has a huge potential to be on
Manager
Not that women can't work hard and is unquestionably the driving force behind both regular radio. As Christians, we should do things
Rhonda
sweat, but we're suppose to be beautiful Bootsy and Latissha. If either needs anything, 110 percent better (than secular artists)."
Noakes looks
and completely feminine while doing it Rhonda takes care of it.
Latissha said. "I want to reach unclaimed
out for both
{like Claudia wbatVher-name in her new
She also acts as a buffer and keeps the peace audiences without compromising the cause of
exercise video).
between everyone. "My job is to protect them," Christ. "
Bootsy and
The ultimate woman is the one who
Latissha.
runs 10 miles after a strenuous two-hour
work-out then, glistening with perspiration and hair perfectly in place, smiles
seductively into the camera and croons,
"Don't hate me because I'm beautiful."
It could be just me, but for the entire
Sorry, not on this planet.
Remember the kind of music that On," written by Chris Willis and Paul element of individuality that I feel is nechalf-hour or so that I spent listening to this
Can you see the image that's been creat- Woolworth's department store always WTigln III, includes a cool cut of drums, essary to make his record worth buying.
This is a wallflower album. Maybe in CD, I was bored to tears.
ed? Stinky feet will make you an outcast. played throughout the store over the PA horns and deeper vocals mat pops up a
some
future project — if he racks his
This might be the perfect CD to buy
few times within the song. Unfortunately
Now about that attention I get due to my system?
brain,
stretches
his
voice
and
reaches
your
Grandma for Christmas — if she's
If you liked that music, then V ve got the it alternates with longer, higher-pitched
stinky feet. Most of it stems from the fact
deeper
within
his
being
for
lyrics
—
he
fond
of
Woolworth's or elevator music.
that I wash my feet every night before perfect CD for you: Chris Willis' self- and boring segments.
may
come
up
with
I
found
it interesting that the CD and CD
The album's strong
titled debut.
going to bed.
something
impressive.
cover
flash
an adamant warning that "unauEven if you have never set loot in a suit may be its songI just can't stand the thought of that
He
displays
some
real
thorized
duplication
is a violation of federal
writing.
Al-though
awful smell filtering into the fibers of my Woolworth's store, I'm sure you've been
talent
and
potential
in
law
and
subject
to
criminal
prosecution."
also
void
of
an
sheets and causing nasty green things to in an elevator at some point in your life.
"My
Heart
Belongs
to
I
can't
imagine
who
would
want to buy
essential
spark
of
And
that's
exactly
what
this
is
—
elevator
grow there. Call me picky.
You,"
but
I
would
not
this
CD
in
the
first
place,
let
alone waste
uniqueness,
some
of
music.
I've experienced some strange responsthe
lyrics
do
send
recommend
buying
the
30
minutes
copying
it.
I'll
give
the
guy
a
break
since
I
believe
es to this nightly foot-washing ritual, the
out good messages
whole album for this
If anyone wants this particluar CD that
funniest one (and it was funny because this is his first CD.
about
God's
welbadly,
they are welcome to have mine free
He
does
show
some
potential
vocal
talmiiM&*#mMMMM
the person was completely serious) was,
one song.
coming
love.
of
charge.
ent.
However,
nothing
on
this
CD
jumps
I 1 cannot think of many
"Is that part of your religion?" Well, I
Just be the first to stop by the
out and captures my attention.
I realize this form
I well-known artists to
guess so.
Champion
office and ask for it. I doubt
of
gospel
music
may
Willis has not yet developed any disj compare Willis to. That's
Cleanliness is next to godliness, right?
there
will
be
a line.
just
not
be
my
style;
cernable
musical
style
of
his
own
and
is
I surprising since, while
"How beautiful upon the mountains
Willis'
whiny
wail
I'm
not
usually
this brutal in music
weak
in
creativity
with
blah
instrumentalistening to the record,
are the feet of him who brings good
may
appeal
to
tion.
Overall,
the
album
lacks
any
sort
of
reviews,
but
this
album just did not
I felt as if I had heard
news..." <Is. 52:7).
someone
else.
appeal.
impress
me.
Hopefully
next time I'll pull
the same songs a thousand times before.
While we're on the subject of religion,
a
really
amazing
album
out of the hat. My
But I doubt anyone could point out one
For a moment, one song about halfway
One comparable artist that comes to
here was another response. My roommate
remaining
CDs
appear
to be much more
used to see me go into the bathroom to through the CD unexpectedly made me reason why this new artist could stand mind is Peabo Bryson. I always wondered
promising,
so
stay
tuned
to Sound Slant to
wash my feet every night. One night she stop in mid-yawn and raise an eyebrow at alone. The CD is missing a signature why he was so famous and why so many
hear
about
one
of
them.
offered to wash them as Jesus did for his its trace of interestingness. "From Now style. He just does not have that critical good artists were willing to sing with him.
disciples, I don't allow other people to
wash my feet for the sole reason that I am
insanely ticklish.
Another response that struck me as
funny has happened more than once
when I was in the middle of this ritual
God wants our obedience in everything. We may not
Abraham became the father of God's chosen people
(which is usually done in the tub, occaThousands of years before Hitler terrorized the Earth, a
understand why we are sacrificing, but He wants us to
sionally in the sink). Someone came man named Xerxes was ruler over most of the known because he was willing to give up his only son.
Esther risked her life and saved a whole race of people. trust him. He allows everything in our lives to happen for
looking for me and I heard them ask my world.
Does God still ask us to take risks and make sacrifices? a reason.
roommate, "Where's Kris?" She said,
Under the advice of his evil advisor Haman, King
One of the biggest sacrifices we must make is tithing.
"In the bathroom."
Xerxes made a decree to destroy all the Jews in his king- Sure He does. We must take risks for the cause of Christ
Give God ten percent of everything you make. After all,
everyday, especially outside the Liberty bubble.
She heard the water running and dom, just like Hitler would many centuries later.
Unknown to the king, Esther his queen was a Jew. Her Everyday we pass Lynchburg people who need to hear it is all His money anyway.
assumed, "Oh, she's in the shower?" Then
At times when bills are due and funds are few, it will
my roommate casually threw out, "No,race facing extinction, Esther stood in the doorway of the message of Jesus Christ. So many people need to hear
dilemma. To walk forward meant to enter the presence of the message, yet so few are willing to share it; why is seem like a bigger sacrifice than at other times, but God
she's washing her feet."
still insists that tithing is necessary.
At this point, if people do take her seri- King Xerxes without being summoned, risking almost that?
Another sacrifice we must make is giving of our time.
I believe it is because we
ously, they come knocking on the bath- certain death. To walk backward would save herself, but
One way we sacrifice time at Liberty is through our comChristians are too scared to take
room door laughing, "You're doing would mean that her people did not stand a chance.
munity service. I once heard a guy ask if it was possible
If the king did not bid her enter and pardon her, she risks. We don't want to be
what?" I guess some people just don't
to get paid for our community service. Doesn't that
laughed at, or looked down upon
would perish as well.
appreciate good personal hygiene.
destroy the meaning of sacrifice?
The risk of failure was great, but her love for her peo- or maybe even challenged with a
Those who do not take her seriously are
Sacrifice means you are altruistically giving up someushered into the bathroom where they look ple was greater. In the end she took the chance, entered question for which we don't have
diing you have for the good of others, whether that be
the appropriate answer.
at me like I'm suffering from a severe men- the king's presence, and the rest is history.
time, money or talent.
But didn't God say He would
tal disease."What?" I always ask, as if Thanks to Esther, a race of people was saved and God's
Perhaps God is calling you to give up a high-paying job
work out the details if we just
they see this kind of thing every day. power was revealed.
to work for pennies on a foreign mission field.
This is just one of the many stories in scripture about make ourselves willing?
Going into a bathroom and finding a
Perhaps God is calling you to risk that promotion at work
"For I know the plans I have for BRIAN
fully-dressed girl standing in the tub taking risks and making sacrifices.
to stand up for what is right, although no one else seems
with water running over her feet is an Rahab risked her life to house a couple of spies. you,' declares the Lord, 'plans to J A C O B S
Abraham was willing to sacrifice his son on the altar as prosper you and not to harm you, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ to find it important. Perhaps God is calling you to sacrieverynight occurrence, right?
i^^^mma,l^^^^m fice an evening in front of the silver screen for a night of
Everyone has them, like them or not. an act of obedience. And Noah subjected his life to plans to give you a hope and
winning lost souls for Jesus Christ.
Our mothers played with them when we ridicule when he spent 120 years building a boat that no future" (Jeremiah 29:11).
Making sacrifices and taking risks may seem hazardous,
Remember
it
is
our
job
to
be
obedient
and
share
the
one
ever
imagined
would
sec
water.
were younger, but the idea of finding a
but
it pays great dividends in God's line of work.
word;
God
will
do
the
rest.
We
need
to
convey
the
mesThese
people
risked
their
life
and
sacrificed
their
time
man who will massage feet is only
So
what risks are you willing to take? Will you be an
sage,
not
convict
the
people.
That
is
the
job
of
the
Holy
and
effort
for
Christ,
and
they
were
richly
blessed
for
romantic in the movies. No man will ever
Esther
or an Abraham, a Noah or a Rahab? They trusted
Spirit
combined
with
God's
perfect
timing.
doing
so.
They
did
what
God
commanded,
displaying
want to massage my feet, and I can't say
God's
leading without question and were obedient to
But
probably
even
harder
than
taking
risks
is
making
obedience
and
trust.
1 blame him.
Him.
sacrifices.
What
kind
of
sacrifices
does
God
ask
us
to
Noah
and
his
household
were
the
privileged
few
to
surWell, I'll definitely be getting no dates out
Sacrifice is not easy, and many times requires more
make? Will they hurl us? Isn't God looking out for our
of this one, but that's okay. I've got 'cm vive God's cataclysmic flood.
than
we might be comfortable giving or giving up; but it
best
because
of
His
infinite
love
for
us?
Why
would
He
Kaiiab and her family were the only people to survive
(stinky feet, not dates) so I'll just have to
is
always
worth the temporary inconvenience.
ask
us
to
sacrifice?
the annihilation of Jericho by the nation of Israel.
learntolive with them.
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Sacrifices: Are they too hard to make?
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Discovering Roanoke
the "Best Market-Area Restaurant" by Roanoke locals.
Roanoke is also a cultural stop full of history and art. The
Champion Reporter
Center in the Square, located downtown on Campbell Avenue,
Is your creativity shot? Are you tired of the weekend routine i i, houses the Art museum of Western Virginia, the Roanoke
of skipping over to River Ridge Mall and picking up fast foodj iValley History museum, the Science museum of Western
on the way home? Why not venture a little farther away — t j | "Virginia and the Mill Mountain theater. There is also a transRoanoke or Salem, for instance?
flirtation and African-American Culture museum not too far
Roanoke, located about 45 minutes from Lynchburg on 4j§l -away. The Roanoke Civic Center provides many concerts and
West, is known both as the "Capital of the Blue Ridge Broadway productions, such as Les Miserables.
Mountains" and as the "Star City." Whether you're shopping,
Or perhaps you're looking for a romantic evening. Roanoke
browsing, sight-seeing or hanging out with friends, Roanoke Can accommodate mis as well. La Maison was voted as the best
has a lot to offer.
special occasion and ambience restaurant in Roanoke by readers
Roanoke features the Tanglewood Mall and Valley View of a local publication, The Roanoker.
Mall for those of you who miss shopping at the Gap. If winRoanoke also offers a variety of other restaurants, specializing
dow shopping or browsing fits your mood, the market area Of in Italian, French and Brazilian food. The Mill Mountain Star
downtown has many specialty shops, art studios and small Overlook provides a beautiful view of the city at night (which is
restaurants.
how Roanoke acquired the title "Star City"). "Art By Night"
Main Street in Salem is lined with many shop such as aftows for a quiet, cultured evening on the first Friday of each
Nature's Outlet and Cornerstone Country Collec^Ies. For a month when the art galleries and venues, museums and shops
taste of "old time" shopping, visit the Farmer's Matftet, the old- extend meit Jours to give people an opportunity to tour these
est market in Virginia. Here, you can find fresh*fruit and veg- places in a relaxed atmosphere. They also have featured artists
etable stands and various crafts stands.
available to meet the public.
After a long day of shopping, a stop at one of Roanoke's
Still looking for diversions? Touring the Dixie Caverns or
many charming coffee shops provides relaxation. Mill going to the Mill Mountain Zoo are both enjoyable. And hikMountain Coffee and Tea — which has two locations in down- ing the beautiful trails along the Blue Ridge Parkway or travtown Roanoke, one on Campbell Avenue and one on East eling through Virginia's Explorer Park, only a 15 minute drive
Main Street in Salem — is a nice place to stop.
from downtown Roanoke, is also pleasant. The 1,300 acre
Another popular site, O'Donnel's, offers live music on weekend park allows visitors to experience life as it was during the 18th
nights. This is a favorite spot for Liberty student John Crocker who and 19th centuries.
said, "It's a good place to get away and relax because it's different." The Roanoke Valley Convention and Visitor's Bureau can proWhen a quick cup of coffee is not enough, stop by the 309 vide a visitor's guide packet with brochures on all these areas
First Street restaurant for a bite to eat. This restaurant was voted and many more. So, venture down to Roanoke for some variety.
By SHELLY HETLER

STAR-STRUCK — From browsing in the malls or in the
markets downtown to dining in a quaint cafe or elegant
restaurant, Roanoke offers a variety of activities for an
evening or a day away.

Sonow wliats
iVovemoer s Events
/}L Stocked Market Holiday Bazaar,
*"* • Salem Civic Center (Nov. 8-10)
,JiL_
**

Sesame Street Live, Salem Civic
Center (Nov. 21-24)

_/V

Holiday Gift Center, Roanoke Civic

^?

Genter (Nov. 22~2<1)

J\^
^*

Greening of the Market, Downtown
Roanoke (Nov 26)

JK.
**

VHSL Girl's Basketball, Salem Civic
Center (Nov. 22-23)
Roanoke Valley Gem & Mineral Show,
Salem Civic Center (Nov. 30-Dec. 1)
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Nov. 8, inside the bookstore, same day as
the concert
Featuring: Cindy Morgan, Michael O'Brien
and Tuesday's Child.
Meet the stars in person and receive an
autograph on your favorite CD or tape.
$Discount$ on all the artists' music, compact
discs as well as cassettes.
• Cindy Morgan's newest - Listen
• Michael O'Brien's newest - Conviction
• Tuesday's Child
* Just arrived Annointed's "Under the
Influence," the winner of 3 Dove Awards.

l i b e r t y
b o o k s t o r e
h o u r s
Monday 11:15am - 9pm • Tuesday/Thursday 9am - 9pm • Wednesday/Friday 11:15am - 4pm • Saturday 11am - 4pm

